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3Abstract
The Effect of Dust Blowback on Spatial Orientation Estimation During Lunar
Landing
By
Stephanie Tritchler
Submitted to the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
in Partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Degree of Master of Science in
Aeronautics and Astronautics
ABSTRACT
Landing is a dangerous and complex phase of any flight. Landing on an
airless, dusty world presents unique challenges to perception, including dust
blowback. During crewed lunar landings, astronauts will either be directly piloting
the lander or supervising the automation in the event they need to take over piloting
duties. An accurate perception of vehicle attitude is critical if the astronaut is to
bring the craft down safely. We aim to study human perception of orientation under
different visual cues using a helicopter simulator.
We conducted a simulator-only lunar landing experiment with seventeen
helicopter pilot subjects at USAARL utilizing the 6 degree-of-freedom moving-base
UH-60 helicopter simulator. The subjects did not fly the simulator but continuously
indicated his/her perceived pitch and roll angles throughout each trial by keeping a
modified joystick aligned with Earth vertical, and the accuracy of the responses has
been analyzed to determine the effect of visual cue on attitude perception. The
subjects experienced recorded trajectories under five different visual conditions: no
visual cues, out-the-window cues with no, medium, and high dust, and instrument
cues. Regression models were fit to the correlations between the Subjects' indicated
perceived pitch and roll angles and the simulator model pitch and roll angles. It was
found that the no vision cue severely hindered the subjects' ability to accurately
perceive craft attitude, while the instrument cue enhanced it. The effect of the
different levels of dust, as compared to out-the-window no dust condition and the
instrument conditions were not statistically significant, though they were better
than no vision.
Thesis Supervisor: Laurence R. Young
Title: Apollo Program Professor of Astronautics
Professor of Health Sciences and Technology
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Landing on another world presents unique challenges, including
differences in atmosphere, gravity and gravitational cues, and dust blowback.
We seek to quantify the effect dust blowback has on a subject's perceived
attitude in a lander. While it is possible to design and build interplanetary
vehicles that can land autonomously without human input - the recent
Martian Rovers did so, and even the Apollo Lunar Landers could have landed
themselves - humans are still expected to provide supervisory roles during
manned landings. Additionally, history suggests that even if a lander is
capable of piloting itself to touchdown, humans may still take elect to take
control. Therefore, a thorough knowledge of how dust blowback can affect
perception is integral in designing and planning new landers and missions.
In late July 1969, humanity finally approached a truly new world; a
feat all but unimaginable less than a century before and only 64 years after
sustained, controllable heavier-than-air flight was first demonstrated. On July
20th, Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin of Apollo 11 piloted the Lunar Module
(LM), christened Eagle, down to the unexplored surface of the Moon.
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Armstrong was, to borrow useful terms from aeronautics, the pilot flying the
LM, while Aldrin acted as co-pilot and read off information from the displays.
During approach, they noticed that they were 'long', passing lunar landmarks
sooner than they had trained. They realized that they would land beyond the
original landing point. As the Eagle neared 2000 ft. in altitude, Armstrong
discerned that the landing point, easily identified with the help of etched
marks in the window, was full of rocks and craters.
"We could see the landing area and the point at which the LPD
(Landing Point Designator) was pointing, which was indicating we
were landing short (slightly north) of a large rocky crater surrounded
with the large boulderfield with very large rocks covering a high
percentage of the surface. I initiallyfelt that that might be a good
landing area if we could stop short of that crater, because it would
have more scientific value to be close to a large crater. (However),
continuing to monitor the LPD, it became obvious that I could not stop
short enough to find a safe landing area." - Neil Armstrong [1]
Armstrong, as a good pilot monitoring automation, switched control modes
and took manual control of the craft, allowing him to pitch the LM over and avoid
the boulder field. Once past the rock field, he identified an appropriate landing site.
However, as he descended past 100 ft. in altitude, a new hazard appeared - dust.
Additionally, the maneuvering to find a new landing spot was consuming more of
their precious fuel. Armstrong described this in the Apollo 11 Technical Crew
Debriefing:
"I then proceeded to look for a satisfactory landing area and
the one chosen was a relatively smooth area between some sizeable
craters and a ray-type boulderfield. Ifirst noticed that we were, in
fact, disturbing the dust on the surface when we were at something
less than 100feet; we were beginning to get a transparent sheet of
moving dust that obscured visibility a little bit. As we got lower, the
visibility continued to decrease. I don't think that the [visual] altitude
determination was severely hurt by blowing dust, but the thing that
23
was confusing to me was that it was hard to pick out whatyour lateral
and downrange velocities were, becauseyou were seeing a lot of
moving dust thatyou had to look through to pick up the stationary
rocks and baseyour translational velocity decisions on that. Ifound
that to be quite difficult. I spend more time trying to arrest
translational velocities than I thought would be necessary." - Neil
Armstrong [1]
In vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) type craft such as the LM and
helicopters, where the thrust of the engine or the lift is essentially stationary with
respect to the body of the craft, any pitch or roll of the craft converts into a
translational acceleration. The integral of this translational acceleration is the
translational velocity. Having an accurate perception of the vehicle's pitch and roll
angles will make the craft more controllable, and use less fuel. The dust did throw
Armstrong off, as evidenced by the following excerpt from the Apollo 11 Technical
Crew Debriefing.
"I would say that my visual perception of both altitude and
altitude rate was not as good as I thought it was going to be. In other
words, I was a little more dependent on the [computer's] information. I
think I probably could have made a satisfactory determination of
altitude and altitude rate by eye alone, but it wasn't as good as I
thought it was going to be, and I think that it's not nearly so good as it
is here on Earth." - Neil Armstrong [1]
An astronaut's ability to accurately determine the attitude and motion of a
lander will remain a challenge for the foreseeable future. As can be seen in the
Apollo 11 technical briefing, the astronaut's perception of attitude is key to safe,
effective piloting.
To gain a full understanding of the challenges involved in lunar landing, the
unique conditions experienced in lunar landing must be analyzed. The effect of
vehicle motion and partial gravity have been analyzed [2], [3], as well as some of the
unique visual challenges in a lunar landing [4], but the effect of different levels of
dust blowback has not yet been directly analyzed. In order to develop suitable
23
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countermeasures to ensure safe and effective landings, a thorough understanding of
all the potential causes of orientation misperception is needed.
1.1. Motivation
With the planned retirement of the Shuttle, NASA and the United
States were, in a way, freed to reconsider the goals of its human spaceflight
program. When the overarching grant, of which this experiment was a part,
was initiated, NASA's plans included returning to the Moon. In 2004,
President Bush initiated the Constellation program, which was intended to
be a new launch, spacecraft, and exploration system utilizing the Orion space
capsule [5]. Orion, which was based heavily on Apollo, was in some ways to
be a multi-purpose vehicle; it could take astronauts to the International
Space Station (ISS) like a Soyuz, and act as a lifeboat and/or return vehicle
from the ISS. However, it was clear from the beginning that Orion - and the
Constellation program - was not confined to low Earth orbit (LEO). As part
of President Bush's Vision for Space Exploration, a return to the Moon
appeared to be the next goal in human spaceflight [5]. However, after the
election of President Obama in 2008, the focus of American spaceflight has
shifted from a return to the Moon to a more "Flexible Path" of human
exploration, encouraging trips to Near Earth Objects (NEOs) and possibly
Mars before a Moon return [6].
To maximize the safety and efficacy of astronauts as they once again
venture beyond the relative safety of LEO, research and analysis of human
capabilities in novel environments is crucial. Accurate perception and
understanding of vehicle orientation, attitude, and motion is key to safe
operation of the spacecraft. Improvements in sensors, instruments, displays,
and lunar maps have occurred since Apollo, all of which can be of great value
to astronauts on future trips if properly utilized.
25
All six Apollo crews that landed on the Moon reported experiencing
challenging incidents, all of which could contribute to spatial disorientation
(SD). The challenges Apollo astronauts reported included limited visibility
due to dust blowback, unique lighting conditions on the lunar surface due to
the non-Lambertian properties of the lunar regolith, lack of atmospheric
distance cues, foreshortened horizon, difficulty in recognizing objects on the
actual lunar terrain, difference between actual lunar surface and simulations
or simulator models, and lack of size/distance cues. Neil Armstrong noted
particular difficulty in the Apollo 11 landing in determining the motion of the
lander due to the dust being disturbed by the LM:
"Igot the impression by just glimpsing out that we were at the
altitude of seeing the shadow. Shortly after that, the horizon tended to
be obscured by a tan haze. This may have been just an impression of
looking down at a 45-degree angle. The depth of the material being
kicked up seemed to befairly shallow. In other words, it was scooting
along the surface, but since particles were being picked up and moved
along the surface, you could see little rocks or little protuberances
coming through this, so you knew that it was solid there. It wasn't
obscured to that point, but it did tend to mask outyour ability to
detect motion because there was so much motion of things moving out.
There were thesefew little islands that were stationary. Ifyou could
sort that out andfix on those, then you could tend to get the
impression of being stationary. It was quite difficult to do." - Neil
Armstrong [1]
Additionally, after three days in micro-g, astronauts landing on the
Moon are subjected to the Moon's gravitational field, which is 1/6th of Earth
gravity, which can also cause SD. The reduced gravity field of the Moon also
affects translational motion - achieving the same translational velocity in a
lander on the Moon as you would on Earth requires that the pitch or roll
angle be 6 times that of the angle experienced on Earth. Although none of the
Apollo astronauts reported traditional forms of SD, they may have
25
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experienced it, as they all commented on the dust blowback during landing
[1], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. This further illustrates the need for a greater
understanding of how dust blowback influences an astronaut's spatial
recognition, and in determining ways to combat SD. An Earth-based estimate
in military aircraft suggests that nearly 30 % of all class A, B, and C accidents
are due to SD; mitigating this risk in any potential space landings is crucial to
any future successful missions [12].
Though our current goal has shifted away from immediate return to
the Moon, research and analysis of potential dangers during lunar landings is
a valuable subject. Future exploration plans - regardless of the intended
target - will lead to an increase in the number of landings, which will also
increase the number of possible times for SD to occur. Any missions to Mars
will likely also experience dust blowback from the planet's surface, and
depending on the nature of any NEO targeted for landing, different types of
material blowback may be experienced, in the form of rocky or metallic
dusts, ice fragments, or other materials. Additionally, the Moon itself still
represents a strategic target for study, as illustrated by the fact that both
China and Russia have recently expressed interest in landing on the Moon. Its
relative proximity to Earth makes it a logical testing ground for numerous
types of testing. Habitats, construction techniques, and other exploration
technologies can be tested with relative ease before embarking on a three
year trip to Mars. Regardless of the direction taken in future space
exploration, dust blowback and SD upon landing will be a common problem,
one worth studying in greater detail.
1.2. Contribution
This study aims to improve the understanding of the effect of dust
blowback on accurate perceptions of the attitude of a lunar lander. This study
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examines five possible visual cues during lunar landing: eyes closed, eyes
out-the-window (OTW) with no dust appearing throughout descent, eyes
out-the-window with medium dust lightly obscuring the horizon during final
decent, eyes out-the-window with heavy dust causing complete 'brownout',
and eyes only on an instrument display (instrument cue). While human
perception of craft attitude, altitude, and motion during lunar landings has
been studied[2], [3], [13], the specific effect of dust blowback in visual cues
has not been studied.
1.3. Problem Statement
This study aims to quantitatively investigate the effect that different
visual cues, including dust blowback, can have on a pilot's perception of
vehicle attitude. This analysis will allow for the prediction of potentially
disorienting visual conditions during lunar landing, and lead to
determination of suitable countermeasures to limit the effect of impaired
visual cues. The experiment uses a Stewart platform helicopter simulator.
Lunar conditions were mimicked by choosing a desert in the middle of the
night for the simulation. Limitations of this experiment are detailed in 3.2
Experimental Limitations below.
Hypothesis 1: During the final descent, the different visual cues (no
vision, eyes out-the-window no dust, eyes out- the-window medium dust,
eyes out-the-window high dust, and eyes on the instrument) will have the
following effects on the accuracy of the perception of craft attitude (pitch and
roll)
* Instrument cue will be better than all other cases.
e No vision cue will be worst of all the cases.
e OTW no dust will be better than OTW medium dust, and both
will be better than OTW high dust.
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Hypothesis 2: During approach phase, above 60 ft in altitude, the OTW
cases will be similar
" There will be no difference between OTW no, medium, and
high dust
* Instrument will still be best
* No vision will be worse than both the OTW cases and the
instrument case.
1.4. Thesis Outline
The remainder of this Thesis is divided into 5 chapters, followed by
references and appendices. Background information on lunar landing,
detailing the lunar environment and challenges in the lunar landing task, is
presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 2 also discusses challenges observed in
Apollo and helicopter landings, as well as brief overviews of the spatial
orientation sensory systems and landing instruments and displays. Chapters
3 and 4 describe the methods used in this project: Chapter 3 describes the
experimental design and the data collection while Chapter 4 discusses
calibration and preparation of the data and includes preliminary results. A
discussion of the results and the analysis is contained in Chapter 5. Lastly,
Chapter 6 contains conclusions and future recommendations.
Chapter 2
Background
Landing in any flight regime is one of the most dangerous and complicated
phase of flight; additional difficulties arise when landing in an undeveloped landing
area in an unfamiliar place, as would be the case in any lunar landings. Many
additional sensorimotor challenges factor into any lunar landing, including
differences in gravitational forces [14], difficulties in estimating lunar slopes and
distances [15], as well as reduced visual cues due to dust blowback, which was
shown to be a challenge during many Apollo lunar landings [1], [7]. This chapter
discusses in greater detail the challenges encountered during lunar landing.
2.1. The Lunar Landing Task
There are two major components of any successful lunar landing:
identification and selection of a landing point, and a stable, controlled descent to the
surface. Though dust blowback can obscure the landing site and hide hazards, this
Thesis focuses on the effect of dust blowback on astronaut's perception of attitude,
which can affect stability and control of the descent.
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One of the primary concerns in the prospect of a lunar landing is the amount
of fuel required. Excess fuel can be used to aid in either hazard avoidance or
deviations in landing site choice, can potentially allow for greater numbers of
science packages to be delivered to the lunar surface per trip, and can potentially
allow for heavier payloads to be retrieved from the lunar surface depending on
lander-ascent architecture. Despite these advantages, however, landing fuel
reserves are usually kept to a minimum for a number of reasons. Additional fuel in
the lander for descent adds additional payload mass on launch from Earth, and thus
requires additional fuel during launch and pre-landing maneuvers. If any fuel is not
burned off upon descent, the landing gear and support structure must be upgraded
to handle the excess mass, again affecting both descent and launch fuel
requirements. Astronauts are therefore typically working with little flexibility in
terms of the duration of their trip, making the landing site selection process crucial.
If additional time is needed during descent for maneuvering or site
examination, the vehicle must burn descent fuel to maintain a hover, or at least
reduce descent rate. Therefore, descent time, and thus descent rate, is linked to
descent engine fuel, and most landings will be completed with very little excess fuel
remaining. Apollo 11 first demonstrated this; after maneuvering to avoid hazards,
Astronauts Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin landed with fuel for only 25 seconds of
hover before the Go-No-Go decision [1]. The other 5 Apollo landings had between
1100 and 1200 lbs of fuel remaining compared to Apollo 11's 770 lbs [4]. If future
landings are consistent, future designers might reduce excess fuel in an attempt to
make the landings more fuel and mass efficient.
2.1.1. Phases of Landing
A full lunar landing consists of multiple phases; while this Thesis is
concerned with the time period from pitch-over until touchdown, general
knowledge of the entirety of a landing is required to fully understand how this work
fits into the entire system. During the lunar orbit phase and the transfer orbit coast
prior to the descent initiation, the digital autopilot is in control of the vehicle; the
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astronauts are responsible for performing checklist preparation tasks and
monitoring the automation to make sure that the automated procedures are being
performed correctly. Figure 2-1 shows the phases just before the beginning of the
lunar landing sequence. For a more extensive review of the interplay between
astronauts and the automation see Digital Apollo [16].
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Figure 2-1 Pre-Descent Mission Phases [17]
The descent begins with the powered descent initiation (PDI) shortly after
the transfer orbit coast; the PDI begins at an altitude of roughly 15 km above the
lunar surface. During this phase, the lander is pitched back by roughly 90 degrees,
such that the descent engine is pointed forward along the trajectory. The astronauts
are standing 'upright' within the lander with their backs towards the surface and
their eyes facing up towards the stars. Apollo 11 was the only one to change this
method; to allow the astronauts to make visual identification of certain lunar
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landmarks and allow for an independent estimate of velocity, the Apollo 11 crew
was face down during PDI. This served as a check that the inertial guidance system
was functioning properly and to check that the PDI burn was being carried out
properly. It was during this phase that Neil Armstrong noticed that the vehicle was
travelling faster than expected, as the downrange position marks they made
indicated that they were "2 or 3 seconds long in range" [1].. After this estimation, the
vehicle performed a 180 yaw maneuver to return it and the astronauts to the 90
degree pitch back maneuver before commencing with the pitch-over maneuver. This
initial orientation and velocity estimation and following yaw maneuver were
removed for later missions, and the LM began PDI in the 90 degree pitched back
orientation.
While PDI marks the beginning of the lunar landing descent, the experiment
and analysis performed for this Thesis began at the pitch over maneuver. The
phases of lunar landing are seen in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2 Phases of Lunar Landing [17]
The braking phase is longest phase of the decent trajectory. Lasting between
400 and 600 seconds, it begins at an altitude of roughly 15 km and slows the vehicle
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from orbit, beginning the descent to the surface. As stated above, the astronauts
have their backs to the surface during this phase.
After the braking phase, the capsule rotates forward in the pitch-over
maneuver. After pitch-over, the capsule is near vertical, with the astronauts in a
standing position with respect to the lunar surface. Apollo astronauts were able to
make visual contact with the surface at this time, allowing them to search for a
landing point that was free of hazards. With the help of the landing point designator
(LPD), the astronauts could identify the current landing spot. The LPD was printed
on the windows and demarked angles of sight for the astronaut. By printing two
grids, one on the inside of the window and one on the outside, the proper viewpoint
could be guaranteed when the two grids were aligned. The display and keypad
(DSKY) would display a number, and when the astronauts aligned using the LPD, the
landing point would be at the LPD grid point that matched the DSKY displayed value
[16]. The astronauts could re-designate the landing point, moving the joystick to
'click' the landing point. Site selection could be changed either a half degree or two
degrees at a time in the LPD frame. Alternatively, the commander could visually
identify the site, determine the angle from the LPD, call out the number, and the LM
pilot would enter it into the computer, but this method was error prone and not
typically used.
In the Apollo missions, roughly two and a half minutes elapsed from pitch-
over until touchdown. Differences between Apollo landings and the experimental
trials will be discussed further in 3.2.
2.2. Challenges of the Lunar Environment
The lunar environment is greatly different from what humans are used to on
Earth. As such, an astronaut may have difficulties accurately perceiving orientation
in the lunar environment.
3 3
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The vestibular system may be affected by the three days of weightlessness
while travelling to the Moon. Depending on the speed of adaptation, this can
influence an astronaut's interpretation of vestibular cues during both head motion
and vehicle maneuvers. The motions and maneuvers of the vehicle are unique to
lunar landing and, coupled with the 1/6th g field of the Moon, the particular
conditions cannot be accurately recreated on Earth for training, which can lead to
illusionary perceptions of vehicle motion. This particular phenomenon, known as
somatogravic illusion, will be discussed in greater detail in 2.4.1
Visual cues in lunar landing are also different than those on Earth. Typically,
when interpreted correctly, visual cues can limit orientation misperceptions due to
vestibular signals. Slope and distance estimation on the lunar surface has been
shown to be inaccurate [15]. Judging distances on the Moon can be difficult due to
the lack of atmosphere; farther objects do not appear blurry on the Moon unlike on
Earth. There are also no familiar objects on the Moon, such as trees or buildings, to
help with distance judging. The non-Lambertian reflectance properties of the lunar
regolith also greatly affect the visual view. Light encountering the lunar surface is
reflected back along its incidence angle; there is little to no scattering of light. This
can also make the bright areas appear brighter, and the shadows even darker.
While the Apollo landings occurred somewhat near the equator during lunar
'morning', future landings are likely to occur at higher latitudes and other times of
lunar day. There is much scientific interest in the polar regions of the Moon,
especially in the area around Shackleton crater at the South Pole [18], [19], [20].
However, the Polar Regions are much rougher, especially compared to the lunar
maria. Additionally, at latitudes close to the poles, the sun does not rise high above
the horizon; the Moon has a very small axial tilt, meaning that even in lunar
'summer' the sun will stay close to the horizon near the poles. The difficulty in the
lighting condition can be seen in Figure 2-3 below, which shows a series of stills
from the KAGUYA spacecraft's approach to the lunar North Pole and illustrates the
deterioration of visual of the ground due to low sun angles. Future missions will
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need to combat such visual issues.
Figure 2-3 Lighting Conditions on approach to Lunar North Pole
from KAGUYA Spacecraft [2], [4], [21]
For more details about the challenges of lunar landings, see "The Challenge of
Safe Lunar Landing" by Brady and Paschall [4]. Clark[2] and Stimpson [13] also
provide good information on challenges of lunar landing.
2.3. Spatial Disorientation during Vertical Landing
There has been some research into the causes of spatial disorientation
during lunar landings [2], [3]. The best data and information comes from the
astronauts who actually experienced landing on the Moon; however, this pool is
understandably limited. Other information about SD during landings comes from
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the Shuttle Era, but due to the differences in landing style between the glider-like
Shuttle and the VTOL-esque Lunar Lander, the data from the Shuttle Era are not
discussed here. More information can be found in [2].
2.3.1. Apollo Lunar Landing
The best information about SD during lunar landing comes from Apollo
landings. During the Apollo era, however, none of the astronauts recognized and
reported any of the 'traditional' types of SD during any of the landings. They did
report that lunar dust obscured the final portion of their approach. Both Apollo 12
and Apollo 15 landings were made without reliable visual cues due to dust
obscuring the visual field; Apollo 15 landed with two legs in a five foot deep crater,
causing damage to the descent engine bell. In all cases, there appears to be reason to
believe the dust blowback from the descent engines affected the astronauts' ability
to both identify hazards and determine horizontal velocities. Neil Armstrong,
commander of Apollo 11 mentioned the difficulties dust caused during landing,
including velocity estimation.
"The exhaust dust was kicked up by the engine and this caused some
concern in that it degraded our ability to determine not only our altitude and
altitude-grade in thefinal phases, but also, and probably more importantly,
our translational velocities over the ground." - Neil Armstrong [1]
However, Pete Conrad, commander of Apollo 12 reported that while dust
obscured the ground, he did not have issues with velocity estimation.
"...we picked up a tremendous amount of dust much more so than I
expected. I could see the boulders through the dust, but the dust went asfar as
I could see in any direction and completely obliterated craters and anything
else. All I knew was there was ground underneath that dust. I had no problems
with the dust determining horizontal and lateral velocities, but I couldn't tell
what was underneath me." - Charles "Pete" Conrad [7]
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The density of dust was variable between sites. While Apollo 11 and 12 had
issues with near complete visual obscurement, Apollo 14 and 17 reported that the
dust was light.
"The dust was obvious, butyou could also see the rocks through the
dust. We had no problems here" - Alan Shepard, Apollo 14 astronaut [8]
"The dust layer was so very thin that I could definitely see through it
all the way down. It didn't hamper our operations at all." - Eugene Cernan,
Apollo 17 astronaut [11]
These two quotes, and more information in the mission reports and technical
crew debriefs from the Apollo flights, illustrate that dust blowback could potentially
be severe enough to affect orientation perceptions of future astronauts. It should be
noted that in aviation, only a handful of pilots experience SD, even though thousands
of pilots have flown similar motions in similar conditions. If the rate of incidence is
similar, the fact that the 12 astronauts who landed on the Moon did not report SD
does not mean that SD cannot happen to others. Moreover, SD is typically divided
into three types: 1) Unrecognized, 2) Recognized, and 3) Incapacitating [22]. While
it is clear that incapacitating SD did not occur during lunar landings, both
recognized and unrecognized SD may have occurred. It is possible that the Apollo
astronauts were experiencing SD and didn't realize it, or that they were aware of SD
but did not report it. It has been seen that in the early years of the US space
program, afflictions the astronauts were experiencing were not always accurately
reported; space sickness, for example, was not acknowledged to be a common
occurrence until later in the space program [23]. Even now, astronauts can be
reluctant to report medical issues that they fear might ground them. Finally, future
landings on the Moon will likely have different vehicle dynamics and trajectories
than those of Apollo. There is a chance that this may cause new stimuli which could
induce SD.
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2.3.2. Helicopter Landing
SD remains an important source of attrition in military flying. U.S. Army
Field Manual 3-04.301 Aeromedical Training for Flight [24] states that, "Spatial
disorientation contributes more to aircraft accidents than any other physiological
problem in flight." Regardless of their flight time or experience, all aircrew
members are vulnerable to SD. According to the U.S. Army Safety Center (USASC)
accident files and a report published by the U.S. Army Aeromedical Research
Laboratory (USAARL) [12], SD was considered to be a significant factor in 291 (30
percent) of Class A, B and C helicopter accidents in the U.S. Army between 1987 and
1995. According to the report, during this time, 110 lives were lost and a cost of
nearly $468 million was incurred. The monetary cost of SD is high, and the fatality
rate is between one and one-half to two times that of nondisorientation accidents.
Despite current efforts in training and heightened awareness to stem SD accidents,
they continue to occur as evidenced by an August 2010 mishap attributed to SD
which resulted in a destroyed Black Hawk helicopter. Findings of the current study,
albeit related to extraterrestrial landings, may provide additional information and
models which could assist in mitigating the hazard for military pilots on Earth.
NATO commissioned a detailed report on rotary-wing brownout mitigation
[25]. This comprehensive report focuses on countermeasures, technologies, and risk
management strategies. Chapter 2 of this document provides a good overview of
physiological and perceptual limitations of pilots and how SD may occur. This
chapter also goes into detail of current practices for helicopter landing and take-off
in brownout conditions.
This chapter in the NATO report discusses changes in operational standards
that could be used to minimize or mitigate dust blowback, discussing details of
different landing profiles and techniques that can mitigate dust blowback. Four
landing profiles are discussed in the chapter, including risks associated with each
landing: 1) Zero Speed Landing, where the helicopter comes in on the glideslope and
stops right at the landing point, 2) Short Running Landing, which is similar to the
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zero speed landing, but the helicopter touches down with a small amount of forward
speed, causing the helicopter to have a short-run on after touching the ground. This
method can help to keep the recirculation cloud aft of the cockpit. 3) Low Hover and
Land: the helicopter follows a glide slope (similar to the zero speed landing) but
before touchdown all lateral motion is stopped. The helicopter hovers over the
landing area before descending straight down. 4) High Hover and Vertical Descent:
instead of descending all or most of the way from altitude to the ground, the
helicopter stays at altitude until it is above the landing point at which time it
descends vertically to touchdown [26]. The Apollo landings tended to be a
combination of the zero speed landing and low hover and land profiles.
Chapter 3 in the NATO report on countermeasures focuses on different
information displays and how they have been used and may be used in the future.
This includes expected displays such as updated, modified glass-cockpit style
primary flight displays. Figure 2-4 below shows one example, the Hover-Approach-
Take-Off (HAT) display using a BOSS symbology. Another display discussed included
a 3-D conformal symbology display system - where the pilot uses a helmet mounted
virtual reality display that 'places' the pilot just ahead of the helicopter. Alternative
displays such as 3-D audio and haptic or tactile displays were also discussed [26].
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Way Point or Landing Point Number
Distance to Target WP or LP
Heading to Target WP or LP
(magenta until target speed turns on)
Target Landing Point Position
(magenta until target speed turns on)
Target Speed and Ground Track to LP
Velocity Vector and Accel. Cue
Target Vertical Speed to LP
if the landing point coordinates are
unknown, the Flight Path Marker
can also be used for vertical
guidance. If overlaid on image of
landing site, the aircraft Is on a
straight-line descent angle to the
landing point.
Figure 2-4 Hover-Approach-Take-Off (HAT) display. [26]
The Technology chapter in the NATO report, on the other hand, focused on
systems which could be added to or modified in the helicopter to aid the pilot in
minimizing the risk of SD. These can be divided into two groups: sensor technology
and display technology. Sensors include thermal imaging, Passive Millimeter Wave
(PMMW) imaging, LIDAR, and cameras. Display technology includes HUDs or helmet
mounted displays, tactile displays, and symbology. Modifications and changes to
flight control systems were also discussed [26].
There hasn't been a comprehensive study on the accuracy of a pilot's
perception during landing under different visual conditions. Most studies focus on
differences in a pilot's accuracy in flight when using a new display versus his or her
accuracy using the standard displays.
2.3.3. Future Lunar Landings
Future lunar landers will be able to incorporate new technology into their
systems. Control systems, vehicle dynamics, trajectories, displays, landing sites, and
landing time/sun exposure will be different than those found in Apollo. While many
have looked at the effect of displays [2], [13], [17] on SD and perception, the
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possible causes of SD while landing on the Moon [4], [15], and how to model human
perception during landings [3], the effect dust blowback can have on pilot's
perceptions during lunar landing has not been directly studied.
2.4. Spatial Orientation Sensory Systems
Humans are able to accurately perceive their orientation and inertial motion
through the use of multiple sensory systems. These systems include the vestibular,
visual, and proprioceptive systems. The signals from these systems are integrated
and processed to produce a mental model of the human in relation to the outside
world. While the proprioceptive system is important in determining the relative
orientation of different body parts and the judgment of perceived postural
verticality, it is practically uninvolved in the separate judgment of the subjective
vertical [27], [28] and thus is ignored in this Thesis.
The visual system provides strong cues regarding both orientation and
motion; however, the subject must be able to see, the environment must be
appropriately lit, and a useful or familiar visual scene must be available. A
featureless visual field, such as can be found in nighttime flying or flying through
clouds, or being fully encased in a compartment such as an elevator, will not provide
a useful visual field, even if the immediate area is well lit. Many incidents of SD have
occurred under such visual conditions, contributing to many airplane crashes [12].
Visual Perception by Cornsweet [29] gives a more detailed explanation of the visual
system.
The vestibular system is a small fluid system located in the inner ears. There
are three nearly perpendicular semicircular canals and a pair of otolith organs.
Under normal motion and acceleration profiles experienced in everyday life, the
semicircular canals act as angular velocity transducers, while the otolith organs act
as accelerometers. The otolith organs' firing rate is proportional to the specific
gravito-inertial force (GIF) as seen in Equation 2-1. Goldberg and Fernandez have a
more extensive review of the vestibular system in [30].
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Equation 2-1 Equation for determining gravito-inertial force
vector.
It is clear from Equation 2-1 that if the otoliths (like any accelerometer in a
gravitational field) measure GIF, then gravity and acceleration are not measured
independently. This can lead to ambiguity in the otolith response. Accelerations can
be interpreted as tilts and vice versa, and even the perception of the direction of
gravity can be influenced. Figure 2-5 illustrates this phenomenon of a translation
(linear inertial acceleration) and tilt appearing the same. Some simulators utilize
this tilt-translation ambiguity to provide some of the 'feel' of the true system. For
example, by combining a visual cue of forward motion, such as a plane accelerating
down a runway, with a backwards tilt of the simulator cab, a more realistic
experience can be provided.
Translation
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Figure 2-5 Tilt translation ambiguity [2]
2.4.1. Somatogravic Illusion
In an altered gravity environment, the addition of an acceleration can align
the GIF with the body axis (-z head fixed coordinate) of the astronaut or pilot. This is
d XJ61
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known as the somatogravic illusion. In spaceflight, it is often experienced when a
thruster or engine is active. Figure 2-6 illustrates the forces experienced that cause
this illusion during a lunar descent. Section 4.1.1 of Clark's thesis [2] discusses
these forces in great detail.
zx
Figure 2-6 Somatogravic illusion during descent [2]
The vehicle is viewed from the side at an arbitrary pitched back orientation
during the braking burn. There are two external forces acting on the vehicle and the
astronaut; the first is the lunar gravitation force, mg, and the second is the thrust
force, T, from the descent engine thruster that is typically closely aligned with the
body axis of the vehicle. The net force experienced by the astronaut is the sum of
these two forces, F, and the acceleration experienced by the astronaut, a, can be
determined by dividing this force by the vehicle mass [2]. The GIF vector f can be
found using Equation 2-1 and taking the difference between the acceleration vector
and the gravity vector. The GIF vector aligns with the astronaut's body, and the
astronaut's central nervous system misinterprets this vector as the direction of
gravity and causes him or her to feel upright, regardless of his/her orientation with
respect to ground.
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2.4.2. Other Vestibular Concerns
Changes in the gravity field will also influence the response of the otoliths. In
lunar gravity, the GIF vector will rotate further from vertical than it will on Earth if
the subject is exposed to the same linear acceleration, illustrated in Figure 2-7. This
is because the Moon's gravity vector is smaller than the Earth's gravity vector.
Reducing one leg of a right triangle will increase the angle between that leg and the
hypotenuse, if the opposite leg (in this case, translational acceleration) is kept the
same.
Earth gravity Lunar gravity
z z
a -a 9  1a
-a
Figure 2-7 GIF rotation due to acceleration in Earth and Lunar
gravity [2]
As illustrated, the lunar environment already presents many difficulties to an
astronaut's spatial perception and vestibular system. This makes it all the more
important to gain a greater understanding of any additional cues that might
contribute to SD, such as dust blowback upon landing.
Chapter 3
Experimental Design
3.1. Experimental Design
This experiment aims to study the effect different visual cues have on pilot
perception of craft attitude during simulated lunar landing. There are five different
visual cues (referred to as cue from here on).
0- No Vision. The subjects were blindfolded and all lights in the cockpit were
shut off
1- Out-The-Window (OTW) No Dust. The 'window' screens were on in the
simulator and no dust appeared as the capsule approached the ground
2- OTW Medium Dust. The 'window' screens were on in the simulator and
dust lightly obscured the horizon as the capsule approached the ground.
3- OTW High Dust. The 'window' screens were on in the simulator and there
were two distinct phases of dust. First, dust lightly obscured the horizon,
but as the capsule descended lower, dust completely obscured the
horizon, causing 'brownout'.
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4- Instrument only. The window screens in the simulator were turned off
but the primary flight display was on.
During the No Vision cue, the subjects were blindfolded and the simulator
displays and lights turned off. The OTW cues 1, 2, and 3 began with no dust in the
visual field and had varying degrees of dust appear as the capsule approached the
ground. Cue 1 had no dust; there was clear vision all the way to landing (A in Figure
3-1, below). Cue 2, the Medium Dust condition, had dust appear when the capsule
reached 45 ft. above the ground; the dust lightly blurred the horizon and reflected
some of the light from the landing spotlights, but the horizon remained
distinguishable at all times (B, in Figure 3-1). Cue 3, the Heavy Dust condition, had
two distinct levels of dust. Between 60 ft. and 30 ft. above the ground, the dust levels
were identical to those experienced in Cue 2, and when the capsule was less than 30
ft. above the ground, heavy dust completely obscured the visual field, causing
brownout (C, in Figure 3-1). The brightness of the dust in Figure 3-1 is due to the
fact that the landing lights of the simulator were kept on during all cues, in order to
more accurately simulate the effects of the descent engine on dust from the lunar
surface during a lunar landing.
Figure 3-1. The three Out -the-Window visual conditions. A) No
dust, cue 1; B) Medium dust, cue 2; C) Heavy dust, cue 3
During Cue 4, the Instrument only cue, the simulator screens were blanked
and the subject had to use the primary flight display. The window screens are
blanked as they were in Cue 0 and the built in flight controls are also blanked. The
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integrated glass-cockpit display we added remained active and the subjects were
asked to input the pitch and roll angles they saw on the glass cockpit display
through the joystick.
Figure 3-2 summarizes the visual conditions displayed on the simulator
window screens for each cue when the capsule is at a specific altitude.
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Figure 3-2. Visual conditions on the window screens of the
simulator for each visual cue
A subject's total experimental assessment consisted of two parts; 45 trials
where the subject was to indicate perceived pitch and roll attitude, and 45 trials
where the subject was to estimate horizontal velocity magnitude and direction. Both
parts are described in this section, however this Thesis focuses solely on the pitch
and roll estimation. Previous work [2] indicated that both tilt estimation and
horizontal velocity estimation cannot be completed simultaneously in a single run.
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There were two independent variables; the three flight trajectories (paths)
recorded and played-back by the simulator, and the five visual cues. The present
study employed a repeated measures design, where all subjects experienced all test
conditions. To minimize the chance that the pilots would learn and/or memorize the
flight path, three different flight trajectories (paths) were recorded for the tilt trials
and three more were recorded for the velocity trials to isolate subject perception,
not the subject's ability to learn. Each path was run under each visual cue, leading to
15 different path-cue combinations. Additionally, each path-cue combination was
run three times, in part as a test of repeatability. As each individual path-cue
combination run took roughly 90 seconds, this was a long experiment for each
subject. Total flight time was approximately three hours, all within one day.
The single counterbalanced order for all subjects allowed for the independent
identification of the effects of subject, order, treatment, and trajectory. This order can be
seen in Appendix B (Chapter 8). Using a different random order for each subject would
have confounded the effect of subject and the effect of order. Using a single
counterbalanced order for all subjects allowed the determination of the effect of order
within subjects by comparing the performance on each of the repeated presentations of
the same trajectory and treatment. In addition, using the same order allowed for the
comparison of subject to subject to determine the effect of subject. Using a different
random order for each subject would not have allowed a determination of the effect of
order. Since this was a foundation study for this topic, it was important to derive and
understand the relative effect sizes of order, subject, treatment and trajectory. This
allowed for better design of any future experiments.
The subjects used the tilt angle indicator to indicate his/her perceived pitch
and roll angles and were instructed to keep the stick perpendicular to simulated
world ground. At the beginning and end of the subject's test session, each subject
was instructed to test the maximum range of motion of the tilt-stick in every
direction, then all the way around both clockwise and counterclockwise, enabling us
to calibrate the data against the corresponding maximum input value. The observed
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value in each direction was scaled to that corresponding maximum, and converted
to its fraction of ±25 degrees for both pitch and roll.
The simulations were of a nighttime landing over the Mojave Desert, with
minimal lights on the horizon with no Moon. The desert was chosen because it was
an acceptable analogue to the lunar surface; dusty, walled-in by mountains, no
artificial light, repetitively uniform. The simulation was for a cloudless night. The
mountains helped to bring the horizon toward the subject, and also helped mimic
what might be seen during descent into an impact basin or near the edge of a lunar
mare.
The trials ran continuously with a 10 minute break at the 90 minute
(midway) point. All subjects faced the Path-Cue combinations in the same order.
This was done to eliminate one source of variability, to keep the influence of
previous trials on subsequent trials the same for each subject. This also allowed us
to study the effect of subject on the responses.
3.2. Experimental Limitations
While the dynamics of a helicopter is similar to that of a capsule, the NUH-60
flight research simulator does not accurately reproduce the lunar lander controls,
dynamics, and specifically the lunar scenery. Additionally, as it is a Blackhawk
simulator, it is only able to simulate places on Earth. By using a desert, away from
artificial lights, we attempted to mimic lunar conditions as best as possible. By using
a nighttime simulation, we eliminated some of the atmospheric cues present on
earth, but mainly it was to mimic the sky as seen on the Moon, even in daylight. Our
simulation occurred at the new Moon, however in an actual landing, it is likely that
there will be two sources of light, the sun as well as reflection from the Earth.
The simulation of dust was lacking as well. In a true dust situation, there
would be variations in the dust, slight swirls, eddies, and other motion which could
lead to vection. The simulator simulates brownout as a solid orange wall; however,
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it lacks the variation likely to stimulate vection. Even with medium dust, the
obscuration was fairly even, with no swirls or billows.
While Apollo landings took roughly 2.5 minutes from pitch-over until
touchdown, this experiment shortens the duration to 1.5 minutes. We were told 90 s
was a limit for these simulations. Additionally, though we did simulate the pitch-
over maneuver, the simulator was not able to mimic the starting position of the
pilots in Apollo with the subject's backs parallel to the ground. Instead subjects
began pitched back between 5 degrees (for path 5) and 10 degrees (paths 4 and 6).
Furthermore, the subjects were seated instead of standing, which may affect
perception by modifying sensory cues such as tactile information from the backrest.
While we modified the window shape, there was no LPD on the window.
Lastly, this experiment was not able to reproduce the gravity changes.
Therefore, the greater rotation of the GIF vector (see 2.4.2 above) was not
simulated. It is not possible to create 1/6th g (lunar surface gravity) on Earth for
extended periods of time. Additionally, mimicking the 3 days of weightlessness
before landing was outside the ability and scope of this project.
3.3. Subjects
Seventeen subjects (16M/1F) volunteered and took part in the experiment.
Subject ages ranged between 19 and 65 years. All subjects were Army Blackhawk
pilots with varying levels of experience and recruited on a volunteer basis. All had a
current DD Form 4186 "up-slip" (Medical Recommendations for Flying Duty,
designated FFD [Full Flying Duty]) and had flown a helicopter or a helicopter
simulator in the previous six months. All participants gave informed consent in
accordance with the MIT Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects
(COUHES) as well as the Headquarters, U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel
Command Institutional Review Board (HQ USAMRMC IRB). If required for flying,
subjects wore his/her corrective lenses (glasses or contact lenses) during all flights.
There were two exclusion criteria:
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e acute medical conditions which would result in the aviator's grounding as
determined by a flight surgeon (designated DNIF [Duties Not Including
Flight] on a DD Form 4186)
" pregnancy (females were screened for pregnancy before the flight)
A power analysis indicated that a total of 24 subjects were needed for the
study; however, we were only able to recruit 17 subjects. Recruitment slowed the
longer the test ran; our contacts at USAARL suspected that word of the lengthy time
commitment for the experiment might have circulated and made possible subjects
reconsider volunteering. Additionally, we were forced to discard data from one
subject, Subject 5, because he manipulated both joysticks for all trials, instead of
using the designated single joystick for each set of trials. Subject 6's data was also
disregarded for some early analysis due to misidentified trials; this was eventually
addressed in later analyses.
3.4. Pre-Experimental Procedures
Written informed consent was obtained from all volunteers. After providing
written consent to participate in the study, subjects were screened in accordance
with the Volunteer Screening Checklist. Subjects provided evidence of a current up-
slip (DD Form 4186). Female subjects were screened for pregnancy using an over-
the-counter pregnancy test (results were read by a study physician). Before each
subject was tested, they were given a questionnaire asking for demographic details.
These included age range, gender, military rank, total flight hours, simulator flight
hours, fixed wing flight hours, rotor wing flight hours, types of Aircraft flown, types
of missions flown, and motion sickness susceptibility. This questionnaire can be
found in Chapter 7. This data allowed the presentation of the study population in
terms of descriptive statistics and the relationship of the group's demographics and
the flight data. They were also given instructions specific to this experiment. As
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they were all Blackhawk pilots, they were already familiar with the basics of the
simulator.
Subjects were then led to the USAARL simulator and briefed on the safety
aspects of its operation. They were seated in the right pilot's seat, while a USAARL
research pilot operated and managed the simulator from the left pilot position.
Subjects were then re-briefed on the operation of the joysticks and were instructed
to report his/her perceived direction of down (the direction of gravity) and his/her
perceived direction of linear speed using two separate joysticks mounted on a
platform in front of them. They only used one joystick at a time. Prior to the data
collection flights, subjects were given three training trajectories to further
familiarize them with the simulator's motion and the joystick operation.
3.5. Equipment
This experiment was performed at the US Army Research Laboratory in Ft.
Rucker Alabama in their NUH-60A Black Hawk helicopter research flight simulator
Figure 3-3. A total of nine different flight trajectories were developed by USAARL
research aviators based on the flight trajectories flown during the Apollo lunar
landings. In developing the flight trajectories, emphasis was placed on the
unsuitability of the primary landing site, thus requiring the selection of alternate,
suitable landing sites. Hence, each trajectory ended in marked horizontal and angular
accelerations. The simulator is able to record and 'play-back' flight trajectories,
allowing the trajectories to be repeatable between the subjects.
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Figure 3-3 USAARL's NUH 60A Black Hawk helicopter research
flight simulator
The USAARL flight simulator is a unique research platform possessing a six-
degree-of-freedom motion system. To support this project and represent a more
lunar-like environment, the simulator's dust simulating software was modified so
that the blowing dust presented itself in a manner more characteristic of the dust
seen in videos of the Apollo lunar landings; that is, due to the lack of a lunar
atmosphere, the dust does not remain suspended in the "air" as is typical on earth. A
board cut to fit the co-pilot's main screen was created with a triangular window cut
to match the window of the Apollo Lunar Lander and those expected in future
extraterrestrial landers (see Figure 3-4 A). Across the front of the seat-well, a board
was attached to the simulator and held our testing apparatus. It was placed
approximately above the subject's knees, and allowed subjects to climb in and out of
the cockpit seat without removing the board. The board had two input devices, a
slightly modified joystick controller on the left and a joystick controller base with a
simple wood dowel on the right (Figure 3-4 B). In the center of the board, a glass
cockpit flight display was added which when turned on contained an integrated
flight display (Figure 3-4 C).
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Figure 3-4 The experimental setup inside the simulator.
The Simulator's Data Acquisition System collected 128 variables of flight
performance data (e.g., airspeed, altitude, vertical rates, etc.) and was used to record
all in-flight "simulator" data. Pitch, roll, and yaw accelerometers were installed onto
the back of the headrest of the subject pilot's seat to capture simulator tilt and
horizontal accelerations closest to the pilot's head position (as near as practicably
possible to the subjects' vestibular organs). The data output from the joysticks were
also recorded by the simulator. All data were be collected by USAARL personnel
only. The experimental data were de-identified before it was sent to MIT for data
analyses.
3.5.1. Tilt Angle Indicator
The tilt angle indicator is similar to the one used in [2] and shown in Figure
3-5. It was designed to allow the subject to report his/her perceived tilt angle
without having a 'home' position acting against his/her movements.
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Figure 3-5 Tilt Angle Indicator
It is a modified Saitek@ Aviator joystick. The original hand grip, top buttons
and spring were removed and replaced with a straight wooden dowel. The original
joystick had a range of motion of ±15 degrees which was too narrow a range for the
experiments. To increase the range, the outer casing and the inner gimbal
mechanism were hollowed out until the range of motion was maximized but the
gimbals remained sturdy. This gave the modified joystick a range of motion of ±25
degrees.
The standard Saitek@ Aviator joystick functions using two interlocking
gimbal mechanisms, one for pitch and one for roll, each connected to a fixed
rotational potentiometer. The original potentiometers needed to be replaced as the
original potentiometers could not measure rotations past ±15 degrees. Two
Panasonic ECG - EVJ-C51F02B54 potentiometers were installed. They were 50
kOhm resistors but had a measurement range of 270 degrees. They were soldered
to the original connectors and replaced the original potentiometers in the structure.
The data output from the stick was calibrated using calibration data files produced
by each subject using the method described in 4.1.
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Chapter 4
Analysis and Results
There were three main stages of analysis: calibration, data calculation and
compiling, and statistical analysis. These stages will be discussed in the following
sub-chapters.
4.1. Calibration
The output from the tilt angle indicator joystick was not in any identifiable
unit. Therefore the data needed to be calibrated. This was done using the data file
from the pre-trial calibration. As stated previously in 3.1, the calibration was
standardized, using the following procedure:
1. Start the tilt stick near vertical and wait a few seconds
2. Push the tilt stick all the way to the left and hold for a few seconds
3. Push the tilt stick all the way to the right and hold for a few seconds
4. Push the tilt stick all the way forward (away from you) and hold for a
few seconds
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5. Push the tilt stick all the way backward (towards you) and hold for a
few seconds
6. Rotate the tilt stick at a maximum deflection all the way around
clockwise approximately twice.
7. Rotate the tilt stick at the maximum deflection all the way around
counter-clockwise approximately twice.
8. Return the tilt stick near vertical and wait a few seconds
During the rotations, the subject was to push the stick to its maximum angles,
all the way to the stops. Both counterclockwise and clockwise rotations were used
to see if there were any direction-based differences in the stick reading caused by
physical limitations in the joystick itself, either because of the modifications or just
the nature of a two gimbal system to allow both x and y rotation.
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Figure 4-1 Sample calibration plot from Subject 10, Pre-testing
calibration data.
Figure 4-1 above shows a typical calibration plot. This is from Subject 10's
pre-experiment calibration run. In this graph, negative roll means that the stick was
moved to the left, and the simulator has tilted right. Likewise, if the pitch value is
negative, the stick was tilted 'back' towards the subject, and the simulated
helicopter has pitched forward. In Figure 4-1, one can see that the stick cannot
transcribe a perfect circle, there are noticeable 'hang-ups' in the lower quadrants.
In order to calibrate the data from the trials, the 'zero' position for roll and
pitch were first calculated by averaging 60 data points near the end of the
calibration trial. In subject 10's pre calibration data, this lead to a roll value of 0, and
a pitch value of 7.6 as the zero positions. The calibration run data from the tilt angle
indicator were then sorted from lowest value to highest for both the pitch and roll
data. The mean of the first and last 40 points were taken as the maximum and
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minimum values for the tilt angle indicator respectively. These 6 numbers (tilt stick
x: 0, Right, and Left; tilt stick y: 0, Forward, and Back) were calculated for both the
pre-experiment and post-experiment data files, and the average was taken. Both pre
and post experiment calibration files were used to try and minimize the effect of
drift in the tilt angle indicator, and differences in angles the subject might indicate
due to continued use of the system.
To calibrate the data itself, each subject's raw pitch/roll data points were
checked against the pitch/roll zero value calculated in instrument calibration. If the
indicated raw data point was greater than the zero point, Equation 4-1 was used to
calibrate that point, while Equation 4-2 was used if the raw indicated angle was
below the zero point. There is a negative sign in both equations due to the
experimental setup; the calibrated indicated angle's sign was reversed to counter
the fact that the subject needed to move the stick in the opposite direction to
respond to the tilt of the simulator. Inverting the sign of the indicated angle made
calibrating the subject's response simpler, as it now matched the simulation's pitch
and roll direction.
(OriginalOutput - ZeroVal)Indicated Angle = - M I -Z I * 25
MaxValue - ZeroVal
Equation 4-1 Equation used to calibrate the indicated angle when
it is above the zero point.
(ZeroVal - OriginalOutput)
Indicated Angle = - Ma~le-Zr~l * 25axValue - ZeroV al
Equation 4-2 Equation used to calibrate the indicated angle when
it is below the zero point.
Calibration was performed for each subject using his/her own pre- and post-
experimental calibration data files to both prevent a shift in the output of the tilt
angle indicator, either due to creep or new centering each time it was plugged in,
and to account for any differences on a subject by subject manner in the use of the
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tilt angle indicator. Each subject is likely to use the instrument differently; one
subject may push harder on the extremes than another. Calibrating each subject's
experimental response based on his/her response to a controlled, known condition
helps to normalize and calibrate the experimental data accurately for each subject.
Unfortunately, the calibration does not take into account any potential drift of the
subject's zero point, likely due to fatigue, over the course of the 45 trials.
4.2. Data Calculation and Compiling
One experimental data file, in Excel format, was received from USAARL for
each subject, containing 46 different variables at over 70,000 time points. Table 4-1
below lists the variables used in this experiment.
Subject/Trial info Simulation Information Subject Response
Trial number Pitch (Degrees) Tilt Angle Indicator y value
Cue Accelerometer x (m/s 2)
Time(seconds) Accelerometer z(m/s 2)
Table 4-1 Variables used in the tilt trials.
The next steps of data analysis were done in MATLAB using
Compare CuesAggregator, a program that was written to compile all the information
from a subject's experimental file and the calibration files, compare the three trials
per Path-Cue combination, and output a response plot that compares the subject's
pitch and roll data to the simulation model.
Due to the size of the experimental file, the first step the program took was to
'cut' the data into manageable chunks, using the Trial variable, which was
incremented when a new trial began. For each subject, the program sorted the data
first by path (4, 5, and 6), then by cue (0, 1, 2, 3, 4), then lastly by trial (1, 2, 3). Once
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the appropriate range of data was found in the experimental file, the variables listed
in Table 4-1 from that path-cue-trial combination were used to generate individual
arrays.
Once the arrays were populated, the program essentially combined the three
trial arrays for each path-cue combination into a matrix of three columns.
Unfortunately, due to slight variations in the time before and after each trial actually
began, the arrays for each trial tended to be different sizes, despite the paths being
the same. In order to make the arrays the same size, each set of trial arrays for a
particular path-cue combination had to be fitted and excess data points removed by
first aligning the maximum value of the simulated pitch for each trial, and then
truncating the ends of longer arrays until the size of each array was the same. This
allowed plots and calculations to be performed on the variables at the same point in
the simulation, regardless of trial.
Figure 4-2 below plots the unaligned data for Subject 1's three trials (4, 16,
and 42) for Cue 4 (Instrument), Path 5. The blue and green dotted lines are the
simulation model for trials 4 and 16 respectively. All three trials in this case begin at
t=O. If the data had been properly aligned, the two dotted lines would lie under the
black solid line, which is the simulation model for trial 42. The time period for this
plot is longer than normal, due to the coding needed to allow unequal length trials to
be plotted together.
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Figure 4-2 Example plot of unaligned data.
The method of alignment is illustrated below in Table 4-2, Table 4-3, and
Table 4-5, using artificial numbers as an example. Table 4-2 shows a simplified,
artificial simulation pitch array for three trials - A, B, and C. As can be seen, the
arrays are all not the same length, and the maximum value of each array does not
align.
A
B
C
Table 4-2 Artificial unaligned pitch data. Bolded and underlined
number shows the peak to be aligned.
Table 4-3 has aligned the maximum values, and the differences in length can
be more readily observed. In both Table 4-3 and Table 4-4, the gray shaded cells
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indicate data points that had to be removed to allow later arrays to be similarly
aligned. The red shaded cells indicate data points which had to be truncated because
the array is too long for the previous array/matrix.
A 124 5 3 8 7 6 2 5 9 4 6 5 4 5 2 4 5
B ]1 !1 2 4 5 3 8 7 6 2 5 9 4 6 5 4 5 2 4 5
Table 4-3 Artificial aligned pitch data, Trials A and B. Shaded
boxes show areas to be truncated.
When the Trial B, is added, it is shorter than the original row. To align the
maximum pitches, the first two data points in Trial A must be eliminated. The last
data point in Trial B must be truncated as well, as there is no corresponding data
point in Trial A.
A 1 2 4 5 3 8 7 6 2 5 9 4 6 5 4 5 2 4
B 1 2 4 5 3 8 7 6 259 4 6 5 4 5 2 4
C 1 2 4 5 3 8 7 6 2 5 9 4 6 5 4 5 2 4
Table 4-4 Artificial aligned pitch data. Trials 1, 2, and 3. Shaded
boxes show areas to be truncated.
Adding and aligning Trial C shows that the first three data points of Trial C
must also be truncated, as they extend past the start point of Trials A and B.
However, as Trial C is shorter from the point of maximum pitch until the end, the
last data point in both Trial A and Trial B must now be eliminated as well.
After the alignment and truncation, the final pitch matrix would be Table 4-5.
In the subject data for this experiment, the matrices are much larger, and also
'vertical' -roughly 900 tall by 3 wide (900x3 matrix). The other variables, such as
the subject's indicated perceived pitch, began as the same lengths as the pitch
arrays; however, the maximum values on these variables would not be the same
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between trials. Therefore, the arrays for these values would be aligned and
truncated using the truncation amounts found when truncating the simulation pitch
arrays. For example, the roll array for trial C would also need to be truncated by 3
data points in the beginning of the array.
A
B
C
1 2 4 5 3 8 7 6 2 5 9 4 6 5 4 5 2 4
1 2 4 53 8 7 6 2 5 9 4 6 5 4 5 2 4
1 2 4 5 3 8 7 6 2 5 9 4 6 5 4 5 2 4
Table 4-5 Artificial aligned and truncated pitch data.
Once all the data is aligned and truncated, the program produces plots to
ensure the data was aligned properly. Figure 4-3 below shows one of the 15
response plots for subject 10. The top plot is of the roll angles and the bottom is of
pitch angles. The solid black line is the data obtained from the simulator computer
of the model helicopter. This essentially translates into what the window screens in
the simulator are showing (or would show, in the cases where they are turned off),
not how the simulator base is moving respect to the outside world. Because
simulators take advantage of the somatogravic illusion - a helicopter simulator cab
will tilt backwards to mimic the feel of a forward acceleration, while in a real
helicopter, tipping forward will cause a forward acceleration - the movement of the
base does not represent the actual simulation.
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Figure 4-3 Sample response plot. Subject 10, path 6, out-the
window with no dust.
The blue, green, and red lines are the subject's indicated perceived roll or
pitch for the three trials they experienced this path-cue combination. For path 6 out-
the-window no dust, these were trials 3, 26, and 43. The three pink lines are the
gravito-inertial force (GIF) angles that were calculated from the x-y-z accelerometer
data. Each trial's GIF profile is slightly different, which is why the pink line appears
thicker in the pitch plot, and in the roll plot there is a distinctly separated GIF line.
Figure 4-4 shows the three GIF lines more clearly, as well as the simulation roll and
perceived roll lines. The last two lines in the legend of Figure 4-3, the dashed blue
and dashed green lines, are the simulator roll and pitch lines for the first two trials
respectively. They are not visible on the main graph because they perfectly underlie
the black line, which is the simulator's roll/pitch for the last trial. They were plotted
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as a check that the data was aligned properly, if either dashed line was visible; it
would indicate that at least one trial is not aligned properly.
Figure 4-4 Enlarged image of the second peak in the roll graph
portion of Figure 4-3 above.
One issue that was seen in many response plots is periods where the
indicated angle is 0 or close to it. This can be seen in Figure 4-3 in the pitch plot for
trial 26 (green) and slightly for trial 3 (blue). Figure 4-5 below shows an
enlargement of the pitch plot from roughly 20 to 35 seconds. One can see that the
green line, representing the subject's indicated perceived pitch, is flat. Due to the
mechanical nature of the dual gimbals in the joystick and the replacement of the
potentiometers, the tilt angle indicator has a small dead space in the center, where
small movements of the stick will not be picked up by the potentiometers. The dead
zone is estimated to be roughly ±2 degrees from vertical. This is likely caused by
play in the gimbals and the attachment to the potentiometers. Unfortunately there is
no method to fix this, and draw out more information. These flat regions may have
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impacted correlation calculations, but would likely have less of an effect on
correlations than on mean-squared error and other error calculations.
A II
Figure 4-5 Enlargement of Pitch graph (~20-35 seconds) from
Figure 4-3 above.
4.2.1. Time Periods
'Time period' is the interval of the trial that contains a consistent level of
dust. Trials are divided into time periods in which some scenarios contain (no,
light, medium, or heavy) dust and every trial corresponds in time to that division,
whatever the dust level in that time period may be. Each trial has 5 different time
periods based on the simulated altitude of the capsule above the ground. The time
periods - 01, 02, 1, 2, and 3 - represent the 10 s before altitude reaches 60 ft., the 10
s before altitude reaches 45 ft., the time between altitudes 60 and 30 ft., the time
from altitude 45 ft. to the end of trial, and the time from 30 ft. to the end of trial,
respectively.
The period before any dust is Time Period 01. In Cue 2, the period before
dust occurs is Time Period 02. The non-brownout portion of the heavy dust
condition occurs in Time Period 1. The brownout in Cue 3 trials occurs in Time
Period 3.
Time period 3 is the time when the capsule descends below 30 feet until the
end of the trial and corresponds to the brownout in Cue 3 heavy dust trials. Time
period 2 occurs when the capsule is below 45 ft., and also continues until the end of
........  .  ... . .... ...... . ............
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the trial; it is based off of the medium dust appearing during cue 2 trials. Time
period 1 is the period when the capsule is between 60 and 30 ft. in altitude, during
the non-brownout portion of the heavy dust condition. Time period 01 is the period
before any dust, and corresponds to the 10 seconds before the capsule passes below
60 ft. Time period 02 is before dust in medium dust condition; the 10 seconds before
the capsule passes below 45 ft. This partitioning allowed for direct comparison
between Cues when the capsule was performing the same motions.
Eventually, it was realized that only time period 3 and time period 01
(extended to 50 seconds before any dust sets in) were the only time periods that
matter. In this Thesis, these time periods are often referred to as Terminal Descent
and Final Approach respectively. Final approach was extended to 50 seconds before
reaching 60 ft. in altitude to incorporate more data, but was limited to 50 seconds so
that all paths may be compared over the same amount of time. We focused on
Terminal Descent (below 30 ft. in altitude) and Final Approach (above 60 ft. in
altitude) because there were consistent levels of dust within each cue for the entire
time period. Time period 3 (Terminal Descent) allowed study of all three levels of
dust in the Out-the-Window scenario. Time period 01, or Final Approach, allowed
for direct comparison amongst the Out-the-Window cases to see if they were
consistent.
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Figure 4-6 Pitch and roll plots showing simulation angles, and the
altitudes (30, 45, and 60 ft) at which dust appears for Path 4
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Figure 4-7 Pitch and roll plots showing simulation angles, and the
altitudes (30, 45, and 60 ft) at which dust appears for Path 5
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Figure 4-8 Pitch and roll plots showing simulation angles, and the
altitudes (30, 45,m and 60 ft) at which dust appears for Path 6
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4.3. Statistical Analysis
Multiple methods were attempted in analyzing this data. Originally we
attempted to find a mixed hierarchical regression to allow estimation of a subject's
ability to accurately perceive pitch and roll tilts. However, as will be discussed in
greater depth below, most of the regressions performed did not satisfy the Fisher
conditions of normally distributed residuals and uniform variance. Nearly all the
statistical analysis was performed using SYSTAT 13, though some calculations, such
as autocorrelation, were performed using MATLAB.
4.3.1. Correlation
Correlations, as referred to in this Thesis, are the correlations between the
subject's indicated perceived pitch or roll and the pitch or roll delivered by the
simulator. Over the course of the analysis, three correlations were calculated over
each time period, one at 0 lag, one at maximum correlation regardless of lag, and
one at a lag of 0.3 seconds. This last correlation was chosen at 0.3 s of lag because
previous studies have shown that 0.25s is a typical lag time when humans are
responding to vestibular cues [31]; as the response was sampled every tenth of a
second, 0.3 seconds was chosen. Multiple analyses were run with each type of
correlation; however, most of the results were inconclusive. The correlations at 0
seconds of lag and 0.3 seconds of lag were very similar; as such, any detailed
analysis and discussion throughout the rest of this Thesis use the correlations at
0.3s lag unless stated otherwise. Correlation data for roll during terminal descent,
pitch during terminal descent, roll during final approach, and pitch during final
approach can be seen in Figure 9-2, Figure 9-6, Figure 9-14, and Figure 9-19
respectively.
4.4. Regression Models
Our goal was to develop a regression model that could predict how well a
pilot could perceive lander attitude given a trajectory and a visual cue. As such,
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many permutations of mixed hierarchical regression models were attempted. Mixed
hierarchical regression models were chosen in order to separate the effect of
different subjects while calculating the regression. Path and cue in this case should
be treated as categorical variables, and were treated as such in the later attempts;
however, in the first attempts they were treated as standard variables. Additionally,
path should be input as a random variable- the three paths used are a random
subset of all possible landing trajectories - however, SYSTAT 13 could not
consistently calculate regression models with path classified as a random variable.
Similarly, cue could possibly be considered a random variable, as there are multiple
densities dust blowback can have. In this case, however, the conditions of no visual
cues, instrument only, and OTW no dust are distinct visual cues, so the inclusion of
visual cue as a fixed variable is less troublesome.
The models were then validated in SYSTAT. The standard deviation of the
model residuals was calculated and a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) one sample test
for normal distribution was performed. If the calculated p-value of the K-S test was
greater than 0.05, the residuals were not different from a normal distribution. If the
K-S test was successful, the variances of the residuals were tested. This involved
sorting the data from smallest to largest predicted value, then dividing the points
into 4 groups, called slices, using Equation 4-3. N is the total number of trials used to
create the model, while Case is a counter variable used in SYSTAT, where the first
data point and its information in the file has Case=1, the second data point has a
Case=2, etc. Integer takes the value in parenthesis and rounds down to the nearest
integer. If the p-value of the Leven's test of equal variance is greater than 0.05, then
the variances are similar and the model is valid. These two conditions, homogeneity
of variances of the residuals and normality of the residuals are the Fisher
conditions.
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4* Case
Slice = integer( N + 1
Equation 4-3 Equation for calculating which slice a data point
should be assigned to.
4.4.1. Successful Models
After much analysis, manipulation, and calculations of other statistical data, a
clearer understanding of the dataset emerged. In checking over the raw data and the
response plots, the difficulties with subject 6 were fixed. The final puzzle piece was
that during trial 27, subject 6 was exposed to path 5 trajectories instead of the
intended path 4 trajectory. Subject 4 had an odd trial as well; they were presented
Path 7 instead of Path 6.
Adding a few lines to the Matlab script which calculates correlations to treat
problematic trials as though the subject did not move the stick addressed this issue.
As we are studying correlations, a consistent response with no variation leads to a
null correlation- an empty set or NaN. Therefore, the trials are counted as no
response, which is acceptable because the subjects did not experience the desired
path-cue combination in that trial.
As the hyperbolic arctangent was not working as a transformation for either
all the data together or for positive correlations and negative correlations
separately, a new transform was needed. The means of the three correlations for
each Subject-Path-Cue combination was created, leading to 15 data points for each
subject. These were then run through SYSTAT in an attempt to find a mixed
hierarchical regression which fit the data and satisfied the Fisher conditions. Details
of the data such as plots, results tables, intercepts, etc. can be found in Appendix C
(Chapter 9).
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Terminal Descent Final Approach
Model Input Roll Ath(Pitch) Ath(Pitch) Roll Ath(Pitch)
Paths 4,5,6 5,6 4 4,5,6 4,5,6
INTERCEPT > >
Cue 0
1 = = = =
2 = = >
3 > = >
4 > > > >
Path 4 > N/A N/A >
5 > > N/A <
6 < < N/A >
Table 4-6 The effect of each cue and path compared to the
average effect of all cues and paths for each regression model
Table 4-6 shows the effect of each visual cue with respect to the effect of the
average of all the cues on the regression model. It also illustrates the effect of each
path with respect to the effect of the average of all the paths on the regression
model. A greater correlation between indicated value and the simulator motion
indicates a more accurate perception of orientation. A greater than symbol ">"
indicates that that cue or path increases the mean correlation, while a less than
symbol "<" means that it would reduce the mean correlation, reducing the subject's
accuracy. An equal sign indicated that there was no statistically significant
difference between the effect of that cue or path and the average effect of all cues
and paths.
For roll during terminal descent (Heavy Dust), the model satisfied the Fisher
conditions without any additional manipulation. The model was also able to
incorporate all three paths and all 5 cues without trouble. Unlike previous attempts
at modeling, separation of negative or 'reversed' correlations from positive or
'correct' correlations, and examining each path independently was not required.
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For Roll during final approach (no dust), the model almost worked correctly
the first time. There were two outliers from subject 7, who had large but negative
correlations for all three trials in both path 5 and 6 during the instrument condition.
In fact, only one of the subject's non instrument trials for roll during final approach
had a negative correlation, and most of the instrument trials correlations were
negative. Because of this, we felt it was a safe assumption that these were accidental
reversals, and the subject just became confused about which way to tilt the stick.
Adjusting those two mean correlations to positive values allowed the recalculated
model to satisfy the Fisher conditions. There is still an outlier, but this case it's less
of an outlier, and it is for Subject 7, path 4, cue 4 - the third of his/her instrument
cue triad. Like the model for roll during terminal descent, this model incorporates
all subjects, cues, paths, and data points.
Pitch during terminal descent required a transformation. Similar to the
correlations for pitch during final approach, the first attempt gave a distinctly funnel
shaped residual plot. Using the hyperbolic arctangent transformation on the mean
correlations, the regression was attempted again. This time, the residuals were
almost equal; the rightmost and leftmost slices were different from each other.
Analyzing the residual plots from these two attempts showed that data points from
paths 5 and 6 tended to be grouped together and path 4 was separated. Therefore
two more models were created, still using the ATH (mean correlations), one only
including data from path 4, and the other including both paths 5 and 6. These
models proved to work, giving residuals that satisfied both Fisher Conditions.
Pitch during final approach also required a transformation. The first
attempt, a straight hierarchical mixed regression including all paths and cues
without transforming the mean correlations, was unfortunately unsuccessful. The
residual plot had a distinct funnel shape and the residuals failed the equal variance
test. There did not appear to be any systematic pattern in path or cue that would
cause this. There was a 'banding' pattern with some of the subjects, and though a
model was able to be developed using 4 subjects, the remaining 12 subjects did not
produce a valid model. Looking at the residual/predicted value plot, the shape was
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similar to the original model attempts, the ones that hinted at using a hyperbolic
arctangent transform. We took the hyperbolic arctangent transform of the mean
pitch correlations. Using the transformed data, we ran the model calculator again
and found a model that did satisfy the Fisher conditions.
1.0
0.5
<l)
wcEJ 0.0
-0.5
-1.0L"
-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
PRED1
Figure 4-9 Residual value plot showing a funnel shape.
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4.4.2. Pairwise comparisons of cues
Terminal Descent Final Approach
Model
Roll Ath(Pitch) Ath(Pltch) Roll Ath(Pitch)
Starting Compared Input
Cue Cue Paths 4 5, 6 5,6 4 4,5,6 4,5,6
1 4 N. V. = = =
1 3 = = N.V. =
1 2
0 1 < <
3 4 < N. V. N. V. N.V. =
2 3 N. V. < > N. V
0 3 N. V.
o 4
0 3
2 4 = N.V. > N.V. =
Table 4-7 Table of pairwise comparisons of cues.
To accurately determine the effect of one visual cue on the mean correlation
as compared to another cue, separate mixed hierarchical regression models were
created. Cue and path were again treated as fixed variables. Table 4-7 details the
results of these pairwise models, and more detailed information about each model
can be found in Chapter 9.
The table compares the Starting Cue in the first column to the "compared
cue" in the second. An equals sign "=" indicated that the model was valid, but the p
value of the effect of cue was not statistically significant (p-value > 0.05). This means
that for that cue comparison, the effect of the starting cue is similar to that of the
compared cue. A less than sign "<" indicates that the p-value of the effect of cue was
significant, and that the estimate was negative meaning that the starting cue would
decrease the mean correlation (or hyperbolic arc tangent of the mean correlation)
and the compared cue would increase it. A greater than symbol ">" indicated that
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the starting cue increases the mean correlation. Increasing the mean correlation
means that the subjects would have a higher correlation under that visual cue. "N.
V." means the model was not valid in that it did not satisfy the Fisher conditions. "N.
V.*" means that the model failed Levene's test of equality of variance based on the
mean (p-value s 0.05), but passed the Levene's test of equality of variance based on
the median (p-value 0.05). While nothing specific can be said about the N. V.t
models, we feel it is important to note the difference between Levene's tests.
4.5. Demographic Data
The subject specific intercepts are the random effect each subject has in the
model. The intercepts are the constant in the regression fit model, against which all
the cue and path specific effects are added. The intercepts for all five models can be
seen below in Figure 4-10. The top plot shows the intercepts for the two roll models,
while the bottom plots the intercepts for the three models of the hyperbolic
arctangent of pitch. It is clear that each subject has a similar effect on the different
models for pitch, suggesting that they are consistent in ability to track changes in
pitch during different phases of flight.
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Subject Intercepts for Roll Models
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Figure 4-10 Subject intercepts for the five regression models.
The intercepts were then compared to the demographic data. This was done
to see if there was any demographic characteristic which was correlated to the
subject-specific intercepts. If there was a correlation between the intercepts and a
demographic characteristic, this would suggest that the demographic characteristic
is important in accurate perception of craft attitude motion. The demographic data
analyzed included age group, military rank, total number of flight hours, number of
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simulator flight hours, number of rotor-wing flight hours, motion sickness
susceptibility, and years since graduating from the Army's Helicopter flight school.
There were a total of eleven statistically significant correlations (correlations
with an absolute value greater than 0.5), as can be seen in Error! Reference source
not found.; however, none of them were correlations between the demographic
data and the subject's intercepts. Three of the correlations were with age of the
subject; unsurprisingly, age is highly correlated with years since graduating flight
school, as well as total number of flight hours and number of rotor-wing flight hours.
Total number of flight hours, number of rotor-wing flight hours, and years since
graduating flight school are all highly correlated with each other. This is also
unsurprising, as the longer a subject has been out of flight school, the more they
have likely flown, and as these are helicopter pilots, it is unsurprising that most of
their flight hours occur in rotor-wing craft. The last significant demographic data
correlation is rotor-wing flight hours and simulator flight hours.
There were four significant correlations between the subject's intercepts.
The intercepts for roll during terminal descent and roll during final approach were
correlated. This indicates that a subject who is skilled at tracking changes in roll
during terminal descent will be skilled at tracking roll in final approach as well.
Likewise, the intercepts for the three pitch models were also highly correlated. This
is a good sign, as it suggests that a good pilot during final approach will also be good
during terminal descent.
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Pearson Correlation Matrix
e Mil Total Simulator on ne Mion Roll TD Pitch TD Pitch TD Roll FA Pitch TD
Ag Ritay Flight Flight wig Flight S icknes ntercept Intercepts Intercepts Intercept InterceptGrou Ra Hours Hours Flight School usceptibili Paths 5, 6 Path 4 a sHours Graduation
Age Group 1.000 1
Military Rank 0.358 1.000
Total Flight 
-0.155 1.000
Fiutuors .1 -0.091 0.398 1.000
Rotor-wing 0.030 1.000
Yrs Since FS 0.35 0.370 1.000
Motion
Sickness 0.051 0.024 -0.101 -0.031 -0.070 -0.020 1.000
Susceptibilit y 0 - - - - -
Rol ID -0.145 0.346 -0.346 -0.361 -0.121 -0.178 -0.353 1.000
Pitch TD
Intercepts
Paths 5, 6
Pitch TD
Intercepts
Path 4
-0.122 -0.323 0.163 -0.148 -0.078 -0.182 -0.268 -0.071
4. 4 4 I 4 I 4 4
-0.128 -0.193 0.059 -0.048 0.011 -0.196 -0.365
1.000
nRcepts-0.050 -0.053 -0.166 -0.272 -0.241 -0.095 -0.149
Pitch TD
Intercerts -0.064 -0.319 0.187 -0.138 -0.075 -0.119 -0.175
0.092 1.000
0.042
Table 4-8 Correlation table for subject intercepts vs. demographic data. TD-Terminal Descent, FA-Final
Approach. Red highlight indicates significant (>10.51) correlations.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
5.1. Discussion
The data from the experiment were unfortunately unclear. There was little
repeatability in the subject's responses when given the same path-cue
combinations, which was surprising. The response plots showing the subject's
indicated perceived pitch and roll angles were often quite different from trial to
trial. A good response plot can be seen in Figure 5-1 while Figure 5-2 shows a more
variable response plot.
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Subjective Pitch and Roll Angle, Path 4, Cue Instrument, Subj 14
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Figure 5-1 Response plot showing fairly good repeatability
across trials
Subjecti\e Pitch and Roll Angle, Path 5, Cue "Eyes closed", Subj 12
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Figure 5-2 Response plot showing poor repeatabiliy across trials
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This variation can also be seen in the correlation plots (Figure 9-2, Figure
9-6, Figure 9-14, Figure 9-19). Two examples from roll can be seen below in Figure
5-3. The left plot is for Subject 10 during final approach and is fairly consistent,
while the right plot of Subject 7 during terminal descent is less consistent.
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Figure 5-3 Two subject correlation plots. Left plot is Subject 10's
correlations for roll during terminal descent. Right plot is Subject
7's correlations for roll during final approach.
5.1.1. Discussion of Correlations
Because correlation between the subjects' indicated perceived pitch and roll
to the simulator model pitch and roll is based on the subject's indicated perceived
pitch or roll, there are two principal ways a negative correlation can occur. Some of
the negative correlations are likely to represent errors in which the subject
"reversed" and pushed the stick in the wrong direction. This is a plausible
interpretation for the negative correlations that occurred during Cue 4. As an
alternative interpretation, they may have accurately represented a sensation of
being tipped in a direction opposite to the direction simulated by the simulator. The
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first is a reversal of the input in which the subject forgets which way they are
supposed to tilt the stick. They, tilt right, for example, when they are supposed to
tilt left. The other occurs when the subject actually felt a tilt in the direction opposite
to the tilt of the simulator. In the latter case, we might have hoped to fit all the
results, positive and negative, to the same model-but that effort did not succeed.
Unfortunately, there is no way to determine with certainty which kind of error a
negative correlation is.
It was expected that pitch angle would be harder to track than roll angle.
With roll, the out the window cues have a natural attitude indicator - the horizon of
the Earth. The subject could also easily look at the tilt angle indicator to confirm the
angle he/she was indicating. Pitch, on the other hand, is trickier to detect and
indicate. Changes in pitch angle in out-the-window cases, and on the instrument
panel, by the horizon line moving up or down, away from the standard position in
straight and level flight. It likely takes more thought to translate that up-down
motion into a forward-back tilt of the tilt angle indicator than keeping the stick
perpendicular to the horizon line as done with roll. Additionally, the motion of the
tilt angle indicator for pitch occurs along the subject's sightline; the subject's ability
to use his/her peripheral vision to note the position of the stick while keeping
his/her eyes out the window is minimized in this condition, as the deflection of the
tilt angle indicator is not across the field of view.
5.1.2. Discussion of Correlation Trends, Qualitative
Scatterplots of pitch and roll correlations (for both final approach and
terminal descent) were created and can be found in Appendix C (Chapter 9). A series
of 16 graphs (one for each subject) was created for pitch and roll measurements at
terminal descent and final approach. In examining the data, the correlations for roll
tended to be more consistent across subjects than the correlations for pitch,
especially during final approach.
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For many subjects and paths, the mean correlations of each subject-path-cue
combination of roll during terminal descent for Cue 3 (Heavy Dust) appear to be
lower than that for Cues 1 and 2. This is unsurprising - the presence of the heavy
dust is expected to increase the difficulty of following the path of the simulator.
Additionally, the mean correlations for Cue 4 (Instrument) tended to be higher than
the other cues for a given path, which could also be anticipated due to the accuracy
of the instrument cue.
The mean correlations of roll during final approach for each subject were
consistent across all three paths. The mean correlations for Cue 0 (No Vision) were
noticeably different than the other three cues; as expected. Due to the lack of vision,
correlation was lower than the other cues. The mean correlations of the three out-
the-window (OTW) cues and the Instrument cue were similar; none of the three
OTW cues experienced any dust during final approach.
The mean correlations of pitch during terminal descent vary greatly between
subjects. Some subjects, such as subjects 1, 8, and 11, have consistently large mean
correlations across all paths and cues. This means that they were able to track pitch
well, even during Cue 0. Other subjects, such as 7 and 15, have much more variable
mean correlations.
5.1.3. Discussion of the Mixed Hierarchical Regression Models
By using the mean correlations for each subject-path-cue combination,
models for correlation to roll inputs were found for both final approach and
terminal descent without further transformations. The model for roll during final
approach did require the sign of two unusual data points (Subject 7, Instrument Cue,
Paths 5 and 6) to be changed to positive. This was done because Subject 7 exhibited
positive correlations for all other path-cue combinations; the subject only exhibited
negative correlations for roll during final approach during the instrument cues.
Under the circumstances, it seemed likely that they simply reversed the direction of
input for those trials.
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The mean correlations to pitch angle during terminal descent and final
approach were transformed to their hyperbolic arc tangent.
From these models it is clear that the subject-specific effects are important
and affect correlations (p s 0.0005). However, it was also seen that none of the
demographic data correlated with the subject specific intercepts, indicating that
none of the demographic factors for this population affect correlation between
subjects' indicated perceived attitude angle and simulated angle.
For all five models, Cue 0 had a significant effect on correlation. In all cases,
the estimate for the effect of Cue 0 was to reduce the correlation value, meaning that
Cue 0 universally decreases the pilot's ability to match the path of the simulator. In
every model except pitch during final approach, Cue 4 had a significant positive
effect on mean correlations, indicating that usage of the instrument aided the pilot's
ability to match the path of the simulator.
In the model for roll during terminal descent, the three OTW cues (Cues 1, 2,
and 3) did not have a significant effect on correlations. This was an unexpected
result; the heavy dust during Cue 3 should have had a significant effect on the mean
correlations during terminal descent. This phenomenon was also observed in the
model for pitch during terminal descent on path 4. Cue 3 did have a significant effect
on the mean correlations of pitch during terminal descent on paths 5 and 6, but it
was shown to be a positive effect, rather than a negative one. This likely indicates
that the dust condition in the simulator did not achieve its expected effect.
Each of the three OTW cues had a significant effect on the mean correlations
of pitch during final approach, while roll during final approach was significantly
affected by Cues 2 and 3 only. This is likely due to the fact that, during final
approach, the simulator tends to experience a greater amount of motion, whereas
during terminal descent, the simulator motion tended to decrease, despite attempts
to ensure motion continued as the capsule approached the ground. The longer time
span of final approach (50 seconds) than terminal descent (8-20s) may play into this
as well.
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Paths 5 and 6 had a significant effect on the mean correlations for both pitch
and roll during terminal descent. This result for path 5 is unsurprising, as terminal
descent on this path lasted approximately 20 seconds, whereas the other paths were
approximately 8-12 seconds long. This meant that more changes in pitch and roll
could occur during terminal descent on this path. Path 4 had a significant effect on
pitch during terminal descent, to such an extent that it needed to be analyzed
separately from the other two paths. Path 4 also had a significant effect on pitch
during final approach, and roll during both terminal descent and final approach. The
only path that did not have a significant effect on pitch during final approach was
Path 5. The fact that the paths were significant in nearly every case was
unsurprising; the paths were programmed to be distinct from one another to ensure
subjects would not be able to recall an individual path after repeated trials.
5.1.4. Pairwise Comparison Models
While most of the pairwise models were valid (see Table 4-7, and the tables
in Chapter 9), some of the most interesting comparisons were not. Three of the five
models comparing Cues 3 and 4 - heavy dust and instrument cues - were not valid.
With few exceptions, Cue 0, no vision, was found to be worse than any other cue,
including cue 3 in terminal descent, when complete brownout occurred. Roll during
terminal descent found no statistical difference in the effect of cue 0 and 4, and
during terminal descent, the effect of cue two was worse than the effect of cue 0 on
pitch in path 4. Surprisingly, there was no statistically significant difference on the
effect of cue 1 compared to the other two OTW cues (cues 2, 3) or the instrument
cue (cue 4) in most cases, including the dust conditions. Only in roll during final
approach is cue 4 better than cue 1.
5.1.5. First attempts at a Mixed Hierarchical regression.
We attempted to create regression models for the correlations between the
subject's indicated perceived pitch/roll and the simulator's indicated pitch and roll.
Regressions were also attempted for the correlations between indicated pitch/roll
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angle and gravito-inertial force (GIF) pitch and roll angle. Originally, each trial was
included in the regression model as a separate data point, for 45 data points per
subject. Because correlations range from -1 to +1, it is common to transform the
numbers to their hyperbolic arctangent. The tactic is intended to make their
distribution appear more normal and allow us to apply the standard tests that
require the residuals remaining after the values predicted by the best-fit model are
subtracted be normally-distributed and that their variance be approximately stable
over the range of predicted values. The residuals, however, did not show the
desired uniform variance. They occurred in separate bands that correspond to
positive and negative correlations. The same model, apparently, does not fit them
both, which may be because the residuals come from different sources.
Independent regression analysis on the negative and positive correlations
failed to produce valid consistent results across time periods. Including personal
data about the subjects - flight hours in rotor-wing craft, total flight hours, simulator
flight hours, motion sickness susceptibility, gender, and age group - did not resolve
the problem. This isn't too surprising as the demographic data, if it had any effect at
all, would be correlated to subject-specific intercepts.
5.1.6. Discussion of Demographic Data Results
As there was no correlation between the demographic data and the
intercepts, this means that the demographic data has no significant observed effect
on the subject's intercepts. Therefore, each intercept is a measure of that subject's
general competence in the task of tracking attitude changes
5.2. Application of Models to Real Lunar Landings
According to reports of interviews with Apollo astronauts, the time spent in
the dust regime during lunar decent was also short, and there was little
maneuvering to be done by the time dust had set in. This would suggest that the
current Paths mimic accurately-- in time spent and maneuvers performed in the
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dust regime--the actual conditions of a lunar landing. If this is so, it suggests that
when relying on out-the-window Cues the effect of the level of dust on perceived
pitch and roll is small.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Recommendations
6.1. Conclusion
Based on our analysis, it does not appear that dust blowback has a significant
effect on lander attitude perception during terminal descent as compared to other
out-the-window visual conditions. An instrument display can greatly assist in
attitude perception, whereas a no-vision, vestibular cue only condition significantly
decreases accurate attitude perception as compared to any visual cue.
From the regression models and the pairwise comparison models, it appears
the No Visual cue is the worst possible condition, severely impacting a pilot's ability
to track changes in attitude. An instrument display is always useful, and increases a
pilot's ability to track attitude changes. Out-the-window cues are more helpful than
no visual cues at all, but there is little difference between different dust levels
obscuring the view, for short durations (8-20 seconds) in dust blowback.
Unfortunately, not much can be said about the relative usefulness of instrument
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cues versus OTW cues during dust blowback, as 3 of the 6 pairwise comparisons
were not valid and there was no consensus among the remaining 3 pairwise
comparisons.
6.2. Recommendations and Future Work
We have the chance in future experiments to choose paths that will sample
the challenges more efficiently. In this experiment, we attempted to test a wide
range of possible motions during descent. The paths chosen, however, did not vary
systematically enough to allow us to determine coherently what effect, if any,
capsule motion would have on perceived pitch and roll attitude. It would also have
been helpful to sample responses to the separate dust regimes more intensely. Most
of the simulation occurred at an altitude above the dust. We should have focused
our replications on perhaps fewer but interestingly different dust regimes while
devoting less time to the dustless controls. The original design was driven by the
desire to reconstruct the Apollo scenarios from approach to landing, but the
dustless approaches did not provide the controls we expected. We tried to include
maneuvers within the dust regime, but those maneuvers were gentle, small in
magnitude, and of short duration. The paths included less than 20 seconds (-12
seconds in path 4, -20 seconds in path 5, and -8 seconds in path 6) in the brownout
regime (below 30 feet), and only 15-20 seconds in the medium dust regime (45 feet
and below). By increasing the time spent in the dust regime, and increasing the
number of maneuvers examined there, it may be possible to determine the common
character of the three out-the-window Cues.
Each subject performed 90 total trials which potentially makes this a long
experiment, boring to the pilot-subjects. The reports of its length and boring
character that pilots heard may have hampered our recruitment of subjects. At the
same time, having only 3 trials per subject-Path-Cue combination turned out to be
too few-given the variability of the results--to create a coherent picture of the
effects of the different combinations they had to face.
To eliminate the issues with auto-correlation, future experiments may use
non-continuous reporting instead of the continuous reporting used here. By taking
measurements at specific points, similar to Clark's upcoming Thesis on Human
Perception and Control of Vehicle Roll Tilt in Hyper-Gravity[32], previous bad or
good responses should have less of an effect on subsequent measurement points.
However this discretization could make the experiment less generalizable to Apollo-
like landings.
Perhaps more importantly, the development of a way to track and determine
why subjects have negatively correlated data would be helpful. Currently it is
impossible to tell whether a negative correlation is due to a subject incorrectly
indicating a correct perception, or whether he was accurately indicating an
incorrect perception.
Lastly, translating this experiment into a 1/6th gravity experiment using
parabolic flight would eliminate some of the limitations on this experiment.
However, this would give only about 40 seconds of lunar gravity during each flight
[33]. A complete lunar landing simulation from pitch-over to touchdown would not
be practical; however, shorter segments covering terminal descent during the dust
regimes would be possible.
In the end, this experiment turned out to be a good first attempt at
quantifying the effect of dust. While we were not able to determine quantitatively
the effect of brownout on accuracy of perception of tilt, especially with respect to
instrument cues or other OTW cues, we were able to prove that Cue 0, no vision is a
significant detriment, and instrument cues (Cue 4) are very useful. There are hints
that there is a difference between instrument visual cues and OTW visual cues, as
well as differences in the effect of different levels of dust in OTW cues which should
be explored in future experiments. Subject specific effects do greatly affect the
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correlation of responses, but at least for military helicopter pilots an external cause
is unlikely.
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Appendix A:
Questionnaires
This appendix contains the questionnaires the subjects were asked to fill out.
The first is the basic demographic questionnaire asking for items such as age range,
rank, and flight hours. The second is a self-reporting motion sickness questionnaire.
As they are full sheet questionnaires, they are found on the following pages.
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Demographics Questionnaire
Subject #
Please provide the following basic information regarding your aviation experience. Your responses can
be linked to your identity but the link will be kept confidential. The data collected will be used for research
purposes only.
Please answer the following:
1. Age (circle 1): 19-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-65 2. Sex (circle 1): Male Female
3. Rank: 4. Post (i.e., Ft Rucker, Ft Polk):
5. Date of Flight School Graduation (month/year):
6. Total # of Flight Hours: 7. Total # of Simulator Hours:
8. Total # of Military Flight Hours: FW: RW:
9. Total # of Civilian Flight Hours: FW: RW:
10. How many hours did you fly a helicopter in the past 6 months?
11. How many helicopter simulator hours have you flown in the past 6 months?
12. Please list all type and model aircraft in which you are qualified:
13. Please circle all types of mission experience that you have had:
Observation/Scout Attack Transport Medevac
Search and Rescue External cargo Drug Interdiction
Other
Please circle the most accurate responses for the following questions:
14. Which term best identifies your current job position or title? circle only 1
line pilot instructor pilot standardization instructor pilot
unit trainer aviation platoon leader aviation company commander
maintenance test pilot aviation staff officer (any level) simulator instructor/operator
aviation battalion commander (or above)
15. What is your current Flight Activity Category (FAC) designation?
1 2 3 NA
16. What is your current Readiness Level (RL)?
1 2 3 NA
Volunteer Screening Checklist
Subject #
All questions must be answered "Yes" to be eligible to participate.
Screener's
Yes No Initials
1. Is the potential subject Active Duty, Department of the
Army Civilian (DAC), or National Guard/Reserve?
2. Is the potential subject a rated helicopter aviator?
3. Does the potential subject possess a current up-slip (DD
Form 4186)?
4. Is the potential subject 19 to 65 years of age?
5. Has the potential subject flown a UH60 or UH60
simulator within the last 6 months?
6. If the potential subject is female, is the result from a
pregnancy test negative?*
7. Is the potential subject free from acute medical conditions
which would result in the aviator's grounding as
determined by a flight surgeon (designated DNIF [Duties
Not Including Flight] on a DD Form 4186)?*
NOTE: Questions #6 and #7 must be answered by the study physician.
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Motion Sickness History Questionnaire
Subject #:
Please circle your responses.
How likely are you to become motion sick while doing these
How often do you do the following activities?: activities?:
Ride in a car Daily Weekly Monthly Yearly Rarely Not likely 
Very
Ride in a bus Dler Weekly Monthly Yearly Rarely likely
1 2 3 4 5
Ride in a train Daily Weekly Monthly Yearly Rarely Not likely 
Very
1 2 3 4 5
Ride on a large boat Daily Weekly Monthly Yearly Rarely Not likely 
Very
Ride on a small boat Nier Weekly Monthly Yearly Rarely likely
1 2 3 4 5
Ride in a large aircraft Daily Weekly Monthly Yearly Rarely Not likely 
Very
1 2 3 4 5
Ride in a small aircraft Daily Weekly Monthly Yearly Rarely Not likely 
Very
1 2 3 4 5
Not very susceptible
1 2 3
Highly susceptible
5How do you rate your motion sickness susceptibility? 4
Chapter 8
Appendix B:
Trial List
List of trials and corresponding conditions. Trials 1-45 were analyzed in this thesis.
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Calibrate
1 4 Eyes out - low dust 2 0 2
2 5 Eyes out - high dust 3 0 4
3 6 Eyes out-no dust 1 0 6
4 5 Instruments 4 0 8
5 6 Vestibular only 0 0 10
6 4 Eyesout-no dust 1 0 12
7 6 Eyes out - low dust 2 0 14
8 4 Vestibular only 0 0 16
9 5 Vestibular only 0 0 18
10 4 Instruments 4 0 20
11 6 Eyes out - high dust 3 0 22
12 5 Eyes out - low dust 2 0 24
13 6 Instruments 4 0 26
14 5 Eyes out-no dust 1 0 28
15 4 Eyes out - high dust 3 0 30
16 5 Instruments 4 0 32
17 4 Vestibular only 0 0 34
18 6 Eyes out - high dust 3 0 36
19 4 Eyes out-no dust 1 0 38
20 6 Eyes out - low dust 2 0 40
21 5 Eyesout-no dust 1 0 42
22 4 Eyes out - high dust 3 0 44
23 5 Vestibular only 0 0 46
24 6 Instruments 4 0 48
25 5 Eyes out-low dust 2 0 50
26 6 Eyes out-no dust 1 0 52
28 5 Eyes out - high dust 3 0 56
29 4 Eyes out-low dust 2 0 58
30 6 Vestibular only 0 0 60
31 4 Eyes out - high dust 3 0 62
32 5 Eyesout-no dust 1 0 64
33 6 Instruments 4 0 66
34 5 Eyes out - low dust 2 0 68
35 6 Eyes out - high dust 3 0 70
36 4 Instruments 4 0 72
37 5 Vestibular only 0 0 74
38 4 Vestibular only 0 0 76
39 6 Eyesout-lowdust 2 0 78
40 4 Eyes out-no dust 1 0 80
41 6 Vestibular only 0 0 82
42 5 Instruments 4 0 84
43 6 Eyes out-no dust 1 0 86
44 5 Eyes out - high dust 3 0 88
45 4 Eyes out-low dust 2 0 90
Calibrate **
Calibrate **
46 7 Eyesout-low dust 2 1 100
47 8 Eyes out - high dust 3 1 102
48 9 Eyes out - no dust 1 1 104
49 8 Instruments 4 1 106
50 9 Vestibular only 0 1 108
51 7 Eyes out - no dust 1 1 110
52 9 Eyesout-low dust 2 1 112
53 7 Vestibular only 0 1 114
54 8 Vestibular only 0 1 116
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27 4 Instruments 4 0 54
55 7 Instruments 4 1 118
56 9 Eyes out -high dust 3 1 120
57 8 Eyes out-low dust 2 1 122
58 9 Instruments 4 1 124
59 8 Eyesout-no dust 1 1 126
60 7 Eyes out-high dust 3 1 128
61 8 Instruments 4 1 130
62 7 Vestibular only 0 1 132
63 9 Eyes out - high dust 3 1 134
64 7 Eyesout-no dust 1 1 136
65 9 Eyes out-low dust 2 1 138
66 8 Eyesout-no dust 1 1 140
67 7 Eyes out - high dust 3 1 142
68 8 Vestibular only 0 1 144
69 9 Instruments 4 1 146
70 8 Eyes out-low dust 2 1 148
71 9 Eyesout-no dust 1 1 150
72 7 Instruments 4 1 152
73 8 Eyes out - high dust 3 1 154
74 7 Eyesout-low dust 2 1 156
75 9 Vestibular only 0 1 158
76 7 Eyes out -high dust 3 1 160
77 8 Eyes out - no dust 1 1 162
78 9 Instruments 4 1 164
79 8 Eyes out-low dust 2 1 166
80 9 Eyes out-high dust 3 1 168
81 7 Instruments 4 1 170
82 8 Vestibular only 0 1 172
83 7 Vestibular only 0 1 174
84 9 Eyes out-low dust 2 1 176
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86 9 Vestibular only 0 1 180
87 8 Instruments 4 1 182
88 9 Eyes out-no dust 1 1 184
89 8 Eyes out - high dust 3 1 186
90 7 Eyesout-low dust 2 1 188
Calibration procedure review:
1. Start the tilt stick near vertical and wait a few seconds
2. Push the tilt stick all the way to the left and hold for a few seconds
3. Push the tilt stick all the way to the right and hold for a few seconds
4. Push the tilt stick all the way forward (away from you) and hold for a few
seconds
5. Push the tilt stick all the way backward (towards you) and hold for a few seconds
6. Rotate the tilt stick at a maximum deflection all the way around clockwise
approximately twice.
7. Rotate the tilt stick at the maximum deflection all the way around counter-
clockwise approximately twice.
8. Return the tilt stick near vertical and wait a few seconds
**Break
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85 Eyes out -no dust 17 1 178
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Appendix C:
Regression Models using Means
This appendix includes plots and data pertaining to the mixed hierarchical
regression models that were found using the average correlation for each subject-
cue-path combination.
9.1. Roll during Terminal Descent
The first model discussed here is for the correlation of the subject's indicated
perceived roll with respect to the simulation roll during heavy dust. Figure 9-1
below shows the data which was fitted in this mixed hierarchical regression.
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Figure 9-1 Plots of subject's mean correlation during terminal
descent for each path-cue combination.
Each circle represents the average of the three trials for the given path-cue
combination. Each box is the plot for one subject. The x-axes are cues ranging from
0-no vision to 4-instrument only while the y-axes are the mean correlations and
range from -1 to 1 on all the subplots. The different colors indicate the different
paths, red for path 4, blue for path 5, and green for path 6. Some of the circles
overlap closely, such as with subject 3's means for paths 4 and 5 during the
instrument condition. Subject 8 has two overlaps; cue 0 paths 4 and 6 and cue 3
paths 4 and 5. For subject 8 the three correlations during path 4 cue 2 and path 6
cue 1 were non-existent. As stated above, if the tilt angle indicator did not move or
remained within the dead zone, no change in roll would have been recorded,
therefore no correlation could be calculates. Other subjects did have this occur, but
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usually this only occurred for one (occasionally two) of the 3 trials per pitch-cue
combination. Figure 9-2 below uses the same axis and color conventions, only this
time it is showing all (nominally 45) correlations between indicated perceived roll
and simulated roll.
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Figure 9-2 Indicated perceived roll correlations for each subject
during terminal descent /heavy dust timeperiod for all trials.
Combining all the means for each subject into boxplots gives Figure 9-3.
Again the y axis is correlation ranging from -1 to 1 and the x-axes are the cues. This
case, each subplot is a path. For both path 4 and 5 we see a nice progression in the
correlations that matches what one would expect if there was an effect of dust. We
expect that the vestibular only, no vision cue 0 would have smallest (read closest to
zero), with a fairly large spread. More interestingly we expected that the
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correlations for the three out-the-window cases (cues 1, 2, and 3) would decrease
with increasing dust level (increasing cue number), with cue 1 being the highest
out-the-window cue. Lastly, we expect that the instrument condition would give the
most accurate information to the subject, and thus the correlations would be
highest, and with less variation. We see this progression as well, especially with path
5.
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Figure 9-3 Boxplots of mean correlations for each path-cue
combination for roll during heavy dust.
A mixed hierarchical regression was able to be found for this dataset without
any problem. Figure 9-4 below shows the residual vs. predicted value plot for the
data.
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Figure 9-4 Residual vs predicted values plot for the mixed
hierarchial model for roll duing terminal descent (heavy dust)
timeperiod.
The following tables contain information about the model. Table 9-1 below
contains the estimates of the intercepts for the subjects. These are the random effect
of the subject in the model. Table 9-2 details the model parameters. The Estimate is
the effect of that specific path or cue as measured against the average of all the
paths/cues in the model. If it is a negative number, it means it decreases the mean
correlation, while a positive means that cue or path would increase the correlation,
and thus accuracy of the subject. Significant effects are denoted by an * in the p-
value column. If the p-value is less than 0.05, it indicates that cue/path had a
significant effect on the model as compared to the average of all the cues/paths.
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Empirical Bayes Estimates
Subj Observations NTERCEPT
1 15 0.273
2 15 0.210
3 15 0.255
4 15 0.130
6 15 0.342
7 15 0.205
8 13 0.101
9 15 0.266
10 15 0.426
11 15 0.097
12 14 0.219
13 15 0.268
14 15 0.353
15 15 0.178
16 15 0.279
17 15 0.151
Table 9-1 Subject intercepts for roll during terminal descent
model
Model Estimate Standard Z p-ValueVariable Error
INTERCEPT 0.235 0.034 6.804 0.0005*
Cue 0 -0.090 0.041 -2.215 0.027*
1 0.041 0.041 1.000 0.318
2 -0.063 0.041 -1.543 0.123
3 -0.042 0.041 -1.020 0.308
4 0.155 0.041 3.792 0.0005*
Path 4 0.073 0.029 2.523 0.012*
5 0.190 0.029 6.593 0.0005*
6 -0.263 0.029 -9.065 0.0005*
Table 9-2 Model parameters for roll during terminal descent
model
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The following tables detail the information needed to determine whether the
model satisfied the Fisher conditions. The standard deviation from Table 9-3 is used
in the KS test to determine if the residuals have a normal distribution. If the p-value
in Table 9-5 is greater than 0.05, the residuals are not statistically different from a
normal distribution.
Residual
Arithmetic Mean 0.000
Standard Deviation 0.309
Table 9-3 Standard deviation and mean of residuals from roll
during terminal descent model
Variable N of Cases Maximum p-ValueDifference (2-tail)
RES1 237 0.056 0.449
Table 9-4 Kolmogorov-Smirnov one sample test of normal
distrbution of residuals from roll during terminal descent model
Table 9-5 contains statistical information about the four slices the residual
plot data was divided into, based on the predicted values. The method is described
in Section 4.4 Regression Models and by Equation 4-3. An equality of variance test
was performed on the slices. The hypotheses were as follows:
Ho: All the variances are equal
Hi: At least one pair has unequal variance.
A p-value greater than 0.05 for the Levene's test based on the mean (see
Table 9-6) indicates that we do not reject the null hypothesis. There is evidence that
the variances are equal.
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Variable SLICE N Mean Variance Median
0 59.000 0.013 0.077 -0.014
1 59.000 -0.072 0.097 -0.042RES1
2 60.000 0.011 0.113 -0.012
3 59.000 0.047 0.091 0.164
Table 9-5 Table of statistical data for the slices for the roll during
terminal descent model
Variab -R df Value
Based on Mean 1.184 3,233 0.316RES1
Based on Median 1.277 3, 233 0.283
Table 9-6 Levene's test of equality of variance of the slices for roll
during terminal descent model.
This final table, Table 9-7, contains the important model parameters for
mixed hierarchical regression models which compared two cues. A * in the p-value
column indicates that the cues were statistically different and the model was valid.
The "Valid Model" column indicates whether the model satisfied the Fisher
conditions. However, a few of the model which failed the Fisher conditions were
interesting. These are denoted by a *, and though they failed the Levene's test of
equal variance based on mean, these few models had a p-value greater than 0.05 for
the Levene's test based on median.
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compared Estimate Standard Error Z p-Value ValidcomparedModel
1,4 -0.057 0.029 -1.967 0.049 No*
1,3 0.042 0.034 1.248 0.212 Yes
1,2 0.052 0.034 1.531 0.126 Yes
0,1 -0.067 0.033 -2.024 0.043* Yes
3,4 -0.099 0.031 -3.144 0.002* No
2,3 -0.009 0.037 -0.259 0.796 Not
0,3 -0.026 0.035 -0.732 0.464 Yes
0,4 -0.122 0.030 -4.032 0.0005* Yes
0,2 -0.014 0.035 -0.401 0.689 Yes
2,4 -0.108 0.031 -3.507 0.0005 No*
Table 9-7 Model parameters of the pairwise comparison models
of the cues for roll during terminal descent
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9.2. Pitch during Terminal Descent
This model discussed here is for the correlation of the subject's indicated
perceived pitch with respect to the simulation roll during terminal decent, when the
capsule was below 30 ft. in altitude. Figure 9-5 below shows the data which was
fitted in this mixed hierarchical regression.
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Figure 9-5 Plots of subject's mean correlation for pitch during
terminal descent for each path-cue combination
Subjects 1, 9, 14, and 16 especially appear to follow the ideal pattern for the
correlations across cues, as discussed in 9.1. Similarly Figure 9-6 displays all the
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correlation data for the indicated perceived pitches to the simulated pitches. Again
there is a lot more variation in responses. Subject 7 appears to be reversing most of
his/her responses.
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Figure 9-6 Indicated perceived pitch correlations for each subject
during terminal descent /heavy dust timeperiod.
When combining all the subject's data together, Figure 9-7 results. Based on
the whisker lengths of the boxplots, it appears that there is a lot more variation in
the correlations of indicated pitch angle during terminal descent than there was
during roll. There are also more outliers. While the desired pattern is still somewhat
visible in path 4, it is not as distinct in the path 5 boxplots. However, the variation of
the correlations for path 5 instrument cue conditions is fairly small.
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Figure 9-7 Boxplots of mean correlations for each path-cue
combination for pitch during terminal descent.
Figure 9-8 shows the residual plot for the mixed hierarchical regression of
mean correlations for all paths and cues without any transformation. Even using the
hyperbolic arctangent transform did not produce a valid model. Dividing the data
into path 4, and paths 5 & 6 produced two valid models.
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Figure 9-8 Residual value plot for the original regression model
calculated for pitch during terminal descent.
9.2.1. Paths 5 & 6
The following tables contain information about the model for the ATH of
mean correlation for pitch during terminal descent for Paths 5 and 6. Table 9-8
below contains the estimates of the intercepts for the subjects. These are the
random effect of the subject in the model. Table 9-9 details the model parameters.
The Estimate is the effect of that specific path or cue as measured against the
average of all the paths/cues contained in the model. If it is a negative number, it
means it decreases the mean correlation, while a positive means that cue or path
would increase the correlation, and thus accuracy of the subject. Significant effects
are denoted by an * in the p-value column. If the p-value is less than 0.05, it indicates
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that cue/path had a significant effect on the model as compared to the average of all
the cues/paths.
Empirical Bayes Estimates
Subl. Observations Intercepts
1 10 1.458
2 10 0.845
3 10 0.600
4 10 0.946
6 10 1.282
7 10 -0.326
8 10 1.436
9 10 0.931
10 10 0.318
11 10 1.226
12 10 1.162
13 10 0.055
14 10 1.211
15 10 -0.087
16 10 1.472
17 10 0.950
Table 9-8 Subject intercepts for ATH of pitch during terminal
descent model for paths 5 and 6
Mode Estimate Standard Error Z p-Value
INTERCEPT 0.843 0.144 5.840 0.0005*
Cue 0 -0.530 0.057 -9.274 0.0005*
1 0.101 0.057 1.761 0.078
2 0.108 0.057 1.885 0.059
3 0.190 0.057 3.319 0.001*
4 0.132 0.057 2.308 0.021*
PATH 5 0.086 0.029 3.007 0.003*
6 -0.086 0.029 -3.007 0.003*
Table 9-9 Model parameters for pitch during terminal descent
model for paths 5 and 6
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Figure 9-9 Residual vs predicted values plot for the mixed
hierarchial model for roll duing terminal descent (heavy dust)
timeperiod for Paths 5 and 6.
The following tables detail the information needed to determine whether the
model satisfied the Fisher conditions. The standard deviation from Table 9-10 is
used in the KS test to determine if the residuals have a normal distribution. If the p-
value in Table 9-11 is greater than 0.05, the residuals are not statistically different
from a normal distribution.
RES1
Arithmetic Mean 0.000
Standard Deviation 0.345
Table 9-10 Standard deviation and mean of residuals from the
pitch during terminal descent model for paths 5 and 6
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Variable N Of Cases Maximum p-ValueDifference (2-tail)
RES1 160 0.064 0.525
Table 9-11 Kolmogorov-Smirnov one sample test of normal
distrbution of residuals from the pitch during terminal descent
model for paths 5 and 6
Table 9-12 contains statistical information about the four slices the residual
plot data was divided into, based on the predicted values. The method is described
in Section 4.4 Regression Models and by Equation 4-3. An equality of variance test
was performed on the slices. The hypotheses were as follows:
Ho: All the variances are equal
Hi: At least one pair has unequal variance.
A p-value greater than 0.05 for the Levene's test based on the mean (see
Table 9-13) indicates that we do not reject the null hypothesis. There is evidence
that the variances are equal.
Variable SLICE N Mean Variance Median
0 40.000 -0.008 0.163 0.048
1 40.000 -0.043 0.131 -0.045
RES1
2 40.000 0.031 0.098 0.033
3 40.000 0.020 0.089 0.002
Table 9-12 Table of statistical data for the slices for the pitch
during terminal descent model for paths 5 and 6
Table 9-13 Levene's test of equality of variance of the slices for
the pitch during terminal descent model for paths 5 and 6
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Figure 9-10 Residual vs predicted values plot for the mixed
hierarchial model for roll duing terminal descent (heavy dust)
timeperiod showing the different slices.
This final table, Table 9-14, contains the important model parameters for
mixed hierarchical regression models which compared two cues. A * in the p-value
column indicates that the cues were statistically different and the model was valid.
The "Valid Model" column indicates whether the model satisfied the Fisher
conditions. However, a few of the model which failed the Fisher conditions were
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interesting. These are denoted by a *, and though they failed the Levene's test of
equal variance based on mean, these few models had a p-value greater than 0.05 for
the Levene's test based on median.
Variable Estinate Standard Error Z p-Value Mod
1,4 -0.016 0.041 -0.385 0.700 Yes
1,3 -0.045 0.038 -1.181 0.238 Yes
1,2 -0.004 0.037 -0.096 0.923 Yes
0,1 -0.315 0.052 -6.112 0.0005* Yes
3,4 0.029 0.041 0.713 0.476 No*
2,3 -0.041 0.042 -0.972 0.331 Yes
0,3 -0.360 0.048 -7.482 0.0005* Yes
0,4 -0.331 0.049 -6.692 0.0005* Yes
0,2 -0.319 0.051 -6.287 0.0005* Yes
2,4 -0.012 0.038 -0.321 0.749 No
Table 9-14 Model parameters of the pairwise comparison models
of the cues for the pitch during terminal descent for paths 5 and 6
9.2.2. Path 4 model
The following tables contain information about the model for the ATH of
mean correlation for pitch during terminal decent for Path 4. Table 9-15 below
contains the estimates of the intercepts for the subjects. These are the random effect
of the subject in the model. Table 9-16 details the model parameters. The Estimate is
the effect of that specific path or cue as measured against the average of all the cues
contained in the model. If it is a negative number, it means it decreases the mean
correlation, while a positive means that cue or path would increase the correlation,
and thus accuracy of the subject. Significant effects are denoted by an * in the p-
value column. If the p-value is less than 0.05, it indicates that cue had a significant
effect on the model as compared to the average of all the cues.
Empirical Bayes Estimates
subj. Obse tions INTERCEPT
1 5 1.342
2 5 0.264
3 5 0.498
4 5 0.617
6 5 0.993
7 5 -0.610
8 5 0.701
9 5 0.648
10 5 0.117
11 5 0.701
12 5 0.486
13 5 0.128
14 5 1.068
15 5 -0.142
16 5 1.300
17 5 0.366
Table 9-15 Subject intercepts for ATH of pitch during terminal
descent model for path 4
Variable Estimate Standard Error Z p-Value
INTERCEPT 0.530 0.139 3.822 0.0005*
Cue 0 -0.591 0.086 -6.875 0.0005*
1 0.137 0.086 1.596 0.111
2 0.158 0.086 1.841 0.066*
3 -0.023 0.086 -0.272 0.786
4 0.319 0.086 3.711 0.0005*
Table 9-16 Model parameters for pitch during terminal descent
model for path 4
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Figure 9-11 Residual vs predicted values plot for the mixed
hierarchial model for roll duing terminal descent (heavy dust)
timeperiod.
The following tables detail the information needed to determine whether the
model satisfied the Fisher conditions. The standard deviation from Table 9-17 is
used in the KS test to determine if the residuals have a normal distribution. If the p-
value in Table 9-18 is greater than 0.05, the residuals are not statistically different
from a normal distribution.
RES1
Arithmetic Mean 0.000
Standard Deviation 0.350
Table 9-17 Standard deviation and mean of residuals from the
pitch during terminal descent model for path 4
Variable N of Cases Maximum p-ValueDifference (2-tail)
RES1 80 0.089 0.553
Table 9-18 Kolmogorov-Smirnov one sample test of normal
distrbution of residuals from the pitch during terminal descent
model for path 4
Table 9-19 contains statistical information about the four slices the residual
plot data was divided into, based on the predicted values. The method is described
in Section 4.4 Regression Models and by Equation 4-3. An equality of variance test
was performed on the slices. The hypotheses were as follows:
Ho: All the variances are equal
Hi: At least one pair has unequal variance.
A p-value greater than 0.05 for the Levene's test based on the mean (see
Table 9-20) indicates that we do not reject the null hypothesis. There is evidence
that the variances are equal.
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Variable SLICE N Mean Variance Median
0 20.000 -0.070 0.197 0.036
RES1 1 20.000 -0.100 0.103 -0.127
2 20.000 0.075 0.074 0.098
3 20.000 0.095 0.103 0.091
Table 9-19 Table of statistical data for the slices for the pitch
during terminal descent model for path 4
Variable F-Ratio df p-Value
RES1 Based on Mean 1.897 3,76 0.137Based on Median 1.441 3, 76 0.238
Table 9-20 Levene's test of equality of variance of the slices for
the pitch during terminal descent model for path 4
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Figure 9-12 Residual vs predicted values plot for the mixed
hierarchial model for roll duing terminal descent (heavy dust)
timeperiod showing the slices used in th Levene's test.
This final table, Table 9-21, contains the important model parameters for
mixed hierarchical regression models which compared two cues. A * in the p-value
column indicates that the cues were statistically different and the model was valid.
The "Valid Model" column indicates whether the model satisfied the Fisher
conditions. However, a few of the model which failed the Fisher conditions were
interesting. These are denoted by a *, and though they failed the Levene's test of
equal variance based on mean, these few models had a p-value greater than 0.05 for
the Levene's test based on median.
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Variable Estimate Standard Error Z p-Value Mod
1,4 -0.091 0.055 -1.656 0.098 Yes
1,3 0.080 0.055 1.463 0.143 Yes
1,2 -0.011 0.059 -0.178 0.858 Yes
0,1 -0.364 0.083 -4.358 0.0005* Yes
3,4 -0.171 0.060 -2.851 0.004 No
2,3 0.091 0.041 2.203 0.028* Yes
0,3 -0.284 0.080 -3.530 0.0005* Yes
0,4 -0.455 0.078 -5.804 0.0005* Yes
0,2 0.314 0.135 2.321 0.020* Yes
2,4 0.768 0.148 5.199 0.0005* Yes
Table 9-21 Model parameters of the pairwise comparison models
of the cues for the pitch during terminal descent for path 4
9.3. Roll during Final Approach
This model discussed here is for the correlation of the subject's indicated
perceived roll with respect to the simulation roll during final approach, the three
out-the-window cues (Cues 1, 2, 3) had no dust and were visually the same. Figure
9-13 below shows the data which was fitted in this mixed hierarchical regression.
There appears to be less difference between the three paths than were seen in
Figure 9-1 for roll during terminal descent.
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Figure 9-13 Plots of subject's mean correlation for roll during
final approach for each path-cue combination
Likewise, in Figure 9-14 there is less variation in the different trials. However
there is one interesting point - Subject 7 with Cue 4 instrument. Because the subject
had the instrument display, and thus accurate information about the roll profile of
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the simulator, it seems quite likely that the responses are negative because subject 7
reversed the direction they were supposed to tilt the stick. Instead of tilting the stick
opposite of the craft tilt on the combined flight display, they may have tilted it in the
same direction.
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Figure 9-14 Indicated percieved roll correlations for each subject
during final approach (no dust) timeperiod.
Unlike during final descent/ heavy dust, it is expected that cues 1, 2, and 3
will be similar to each other during final approach. No dust has occurred yet, and the
paths are the same, therefore the vestibular and visual cues received by the subjects
should be similar. This can be seen in Figure 9-15, especially for path 5. Additionally,
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it appears that the correlations for instrument-based cues and out-the-window cues
are also somewhat similar.
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Figure 9-15 Boxplots of mean correlations for each path-cue
combination for roll during final approach.
The first model had two outliers, as seen in Figure 9-16. These outliers were
from Subject 7 Path 5 and 6, both in the instrument visual cue. This model failed the
equality of variance test. As discussed in the thesis above, and in some detail here,
switching the sign of these two mean correlations allowed a valid model to be
produced. While Subject 7's Path 4 correlation data had 2 small negative
correlations and one large positive correlation in instrument cue, just turning all the
negatives (8 data points) positive did not create a model which satisfied the fisher
conditions. This meant that the means for path 5 and 6 were just multiplied by -1,
but the mean for path 4 went from 0.066 to 0.360 (plots and data not shown).
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However, by not manipulating the path 4 data (leaving the mean correlation as
0.066) a valid model was able to be calculated. Now there is only one outlier, and
this is subject 7 Path 4 instrument cue as well Figure 9-17.
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Figure 9-16 Residual of original model for mean correlations of
roll during final approach.
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Figure 9-17 Residual vs predicted values plot for the mixed
hierarchial model for roll duing terminal descent (heavy dust)
timeperiod.
The following tables contain information about the model for the mean
correlation of roll during final approach for all paths and cues. Table 9-22 below
contains the estimates of the intercepts for the subjects. These are the random effect
of the subject in the model. Table 9-23 details the model parameters. The Estimate is
the effect of that specific path or cue as measured against the average of all the
paths/cues contained in the model. If it is a negative number, it means it decreases
the mean correlation, while a positive means that cue or path would increase the
correlation, and thus accuracy of the subject. Significant effects are denoted by an *
in the p-value column. If the p-value is less than 0.05, it indicates that cue/path had
a significant effect on the model as compared to the average of all the cues/paths.
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Empirical Bayes Estimates
Subj. Observations INTERCEPT
1 15 0.493
2 15 0.392
3 15 0.619
4 15 0.450
6 15 0.464
7 15 0.509
8 15 0.511
9 15 0.615
10 15 0.775
11 15 0.481
12 15 0.488
13 15 0.380
14 15 0.731
15 15 0.507
16 15 0.557
17 15 0.623
Table 9-22 Subject intercepts for ATH of pitch during final
approach model
Varile Estimate Standard Error Z p-Value
INTERCEPT 0.537 0.029 18.694 0.0005*
Cue 0 -0.281 0.015 -18.571 0.0005*
1 0.026 0.015 1.704 0.088
2 0.058 0.015 3.818 0.0005*
3 0.065 0.015 4.314 0.0005*
4 0.132 0.015 8.735 0.0005*
Path 4 0.056 0.011 5.219 0.0005*
5 -0.082 0.011 -7.636 0.0005*
6 0.026 0.011 2.417 0.016*
Table 9-23 Model parameters for the pitch during final approach
model
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The following tables detail the information needed to determine whether the
model satisfied the Fisher conditions. The standard deviation from Table 9-3 is used
in the KS test to determine if the residuals have a normal distribution. If the p-value
in Table 9-25 is greater than 0.05, the residuals are not statistically different from a
normal distribution.
RES1
Arithmetic Mean 0.000
Standard Deviation 0. 14
Table 9-24 Standard deviation and mean of residuals from the
pitch during final approach model
Variable N of Cases Maximum p-ValueDifference (2-tail)
RES1 240 0.049 0.614
Table 9-25 Kolmogorov-Smirnov one sample test of normal
distrbution of residuals from the pitch during final approach
model
Table 9-26 contains statistical information about the four slices the residual
plot data was divided into, based on the predicted values. The method is described
in Section 4.4 Regression Models and by Equation 4-3. An equality of variance test
was performed on the slices. The hypotheses were as follows:
Ho: All the variances are equal
Hi: At least one pair has unequal variance.
A p-value greater than 0.05 for the Levene's test based on the mean (see
Table 9-27) indicates that we do not reject the null hypothesis. There is evidence
that the variances are equal.
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Variable SLICE N Mean Variance Median
0 59.000 -0.015 0.017 -0.007
1 60.000 -0.012 0.012 0.000
2 60.000 0.016 0.011 0.025
________ 3 61.000 0.011 0.011 0.027
Table 9-26 Table of statistical data for the slices for the pitch
during final approach model
Variable F-Ratio df p-Value
RES1 Based on Mean 2.509 3, 236 0.060
Based on Median 2.550 3, 236 0.056
Table 9-27 Levene's test of equality of variance of the slices for
the pitch during final approach model
This final table, Table 9-28, contains the important model parameters for
mixed hierarchical regression models which compared two cues. A * in the p-value
column indicates that the cues were statistically different and the model was valid.
The "Valid Model" column indicates whether the model satisfied the Fisher
conditions. However, a few of the model which failed the Fisher conditions were
interesting. These are denoted by a *, and though they failed the Levene's test of
equal variance based on mean, these few models had a p-value greater than 0.05 for
the Levene's test based on median.
Variable Estimate Standard Error Z p-Value Valid
1,4 -0.053 0.013 -4.247 0.0005* Yes
1,3 -0.020 0.010 -2.008 0.045 No
1,2 -0.016 0.009 -1.785 0.074 Yes
0,1 -0.154 0.012 -12.518 0.0005* Yes
3,4 -0.033 0.012 -2.757 0.006* No
2,3 -0.004 0.009 -0.400 0.689 No*
0,3 -0.173 0.012 -14.104 0.0005* Yes
0,4 -0.207 0.014 -14.671 0.0005* Yes
0,2 -0.170 0.012 -14.013 0.0005* Yes
2,4 -0.037 0.012 -3.054 0.002 No
Table 9-28 Model parameters of the pairwise comparison models
of the cues for pitch during final approach
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9.4. Pitch during no-dust and the ATH model
This model discussed here is for the correlation of the subject's indicated
perceived Pitch with respect to the simulation roll during final approach, the three
out-the-window cues (Cues 1, 2, 3) had no dust and were visually the same. Figure
9-18 below shows the data which was fitted in this mixed hierarchical regression. As
with Figure 9-5 above, there were a few subjects who consistently had high
correlations; this included subject 1, 8 11, 14, 16, and 17.
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Figure 9-18 Plots of subject's mean correlation for roll during
final approach for each path-cue combination
The complete correlation data for pitch during final approach can be seen in
Figure 9-19.
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Figure 9-19 Indicated percieved pitch correlations for each
subject during final approach (no dust) timeperiod
Unlike during final descent/ heavy dust, it is expected that cues 1, 2, and 3
will be similar to each other during final approach. No dust has occurred yet, and the
paths are the same, therefore the vestibular and visual cues received by the subjects
should be similar. This can be seen in Figure 9-20, especially for path 4. Additionally,
it appear that the correlations for instrument-based cues and out-the-window cues
are also somewhat similar within the same path.
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Figure 9-20 Boxplots of mean correlations for each path-cue
combination for pitch during final approach
As for roll, originally a hierarchical mixed regression was
attempted using all the mean correlations (15 per subject) without a transform.
Unlike the attempts with roll however, this model did not satisfy the Fisher
conditions. While it was normally distributed, the variances were not equivalent.
This can be seen quite clearly in Figure 9-2 1. This funnel shape was seen in previous
models, indicating that a transformation of the mean correlations is needed. As it
was similar to results created by the first models, a hyperbolic arc tangent
transform was applied. The residual/predicted plot for the second model can be
seen in Figure 9-2 2. As can be seen from the figure, the transformation eliminated
the concentration of data points along an edge. This model did satisfy the fisher
conditions, as seen in Table 9-3 2, Table 9-3 3, and Table 9-34.
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Figure 9-21 Residual/Prediced value plot for the first regression
model calculated for pitch during final approach.
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Figure 9-22 Residual vs predicted value plot for the mixed
hierarchical regression using ATH(mean correlation)
transformation for pitch during final approach.
The following tables contain information about the model for the mean
correlation of roll during final approach for all paths and cues. Table 9-29 below
contains the estimates of the intercepts for the subjects. These are the random effect
of the subject in the model. Table 9-30 details the model parameters. The Estimate is
the effect of that specific path or cue as measured against the average of all the
paths/cues contained in the model. If it is a negative number, it means it decreases
the mean correlation, while a positive means that cue or path would increase the
correlation, and thus accuracy of the subject. Significant effects are denoted by an *
in the p-value column. If the p-value is less than 0.05, it indicates that cue/path had
a significant effect on the model as compared to the average of all the cues/paths.
Empirical Bayes Estimates
Subj. Observations INTERCEPT
1 15 1.544
2 15 0.853
3 15 0.696
4 15 1.109
6 15 1.284
7 15 -0.079
8 15 1.548
9 15 0.902
10 15 0.354
11 15 1.461
12 15 0.912
13 15 0.151
14 15 1.383
15 15 0.156
16 15 1.421
17 15 1.237
Table 9-29 Subject intercepts for ATH of pitch during final
approach model
Variable Estimate Standard Error Z p-Value
INTERCEPT 0.933 0.135 6.924 0.0005*
Cue 0 -0.547 0.048 -11.344 0.0005*
1 0.162 0.048 3.352 0.001*
2 0.158 0.048 3.286 0.001*
3 0.164 0.048 3.397 0.001*
4 0.063 0.048 1.309 0.190
Path 4 0.088 0.034 2.580 0.010*
5 0.053 0.034 1.561 0.118
6 -0.141 0.034 -4.141 0.0005*
Table 9-30 Model parameters for the pitch during final approach
model
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The following tables detail the information needed to determine whether the
model satisfied the Fisher conditions. The standard deviation from Table 9-31 is
used in the KS test to determine if the residuals have a normal distribution. If the p-
value in Table 9-32 is greater than 0.05, the residuals are not statistically different
from a normal distribution.
RESI
Arithmetic Mean 0.000
Standard Deviation 0.362
Table 9-31 Standard deviation and mean of residuals from the
pitch during final approach model
Variable Chi-Square df p-Value
RES1 3.463 3.000 0.326
Table 9-32 Kolmogorov-Smirnov one sample test of normal
distrbution of residuals from the pitch during final approach
model
Table 9-33 contains statistical information about the four slices the residual
plot data was divided into, based on the predicted values. The method is described
in Section 4.4 Regression Models and by Equation 4-3. An equality of variance test
was performed on the slices. The hypotheses were as follows:
Ho: All the variances are equal
Hi: At least one pair has unequal variance.
A p-value greater than 0.05 for the Levene's test based on the mean (see
Table 9-34) indicates that we do not reject the null hypothesis. There is evidence
that the variances are equal.
Variable SLICE N Mean Variance Median
0 60.000 -0.077 0.154 -0.101
1 60.000 0.096 0.147 0.098
2 60.000 0.008 0.110 0.030
3 60.000 -0.028 0.104 -0.026
Table 9-33 Table of statistical data for the slices for the pitch
during final approach model
Variable F-Ratio df p-Value
RES1 Based on Mean 0.659 3, 236 0.578
Based on Median 0.655 3, 236 0.580
Table 9-34 Levene's test of equality of variance of the slices for
the pitch during final approach model
This final table, Table 9-35, contains the important model parameters for
mixed hierarchical regression models which compared two cues. A * in the p-value
column indicates that the cues were statistically different and the model was valid.
The "Valid Model" column indicates whether the model satisfied the Fisher
conditions. However, a few of the model which failed the Fisher conditions were
interesting. These are denoted by a *, and though they failed the Levene's test of
equal variance based on mean, these few models had a p-value greater than 0.05 for
the Levene's test based on median.
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Variabl Estimate Standard Error Z p-Value Mod
1,4 0.049 0.036 1.376 0.169 Yes
1,3 -0.001 0.036 -0.030 0.976 Yes
1,2 0.002 0.034 0.047 0.963 Yes
0,1 -0.354 0.042 -8.423 0.0005* Yes
3,4 0.050 0.037 1.364 0.173 Yes
2,3 -0.003 0.035 -0.075 0.940 Yes
0,3 -0.355 0.042 -8.452 0.0005* Yes
0,4 -0.305 0.038 -7.928 0.0005* Yes
0,2 -0.352 0.042 -8.425 0.0005* Yes
2,4 0.048 0.035 1.369 0.171 Yes
Table 9-35 Model parameters of the pairwise comparison models
of the cues for pitch during final approach
